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Introduction
CirrusPrint® is a software product designed to make document printing and distribution more
streamlined and intuitive when sending documents over a network. If you need to print or distribute
documents from the cloud or over a distributed network, you can benefit from CirrusPrint technology.
CirrusPrint offers several important features related to document distribution in modern cloud and
network environments:
Fast, precise, and secure printing from servers in cloud or network environments, to print devices local
to users
Document distribution to systems or programs across a company's network
Document distribution to users on desktop and mobile devices, more efficiently than email
Cloud Document Challenges
As companies move their computer systems and business applications to cloud and hosted systems
outside of their own networks, they find printing slows down and becomes difficult to manage. Users
need to see their documents quickly, whether in print or on screen, but are no longer close to the source
of those documents.
Unlike software applications, printers must remain local to the users they serve. Printing over the
Internet or any wide area network, with its relatively low speed, becomes a bottleneck. Users wait
longer than before for their documents to print, and the act of printing adds to the overall network usage.
Printers are difficult to manage across networks, adding routing and firewall management headaches, or
requiring a VPN, which itself adds costs, management headaches, and security concerns.
Print data is often confidential and must be secured so that as it travels over the Internet, it can't be
captured by third parties. Many cloud printing services, including those offered by printer manufacturers,
route this data through third-party data centers.
Print data can contain printer instructions, such as when to duplex or which tray to pull paper from.
Cloud print services often convert print data to different formats, losing this embedded printer control, or
modifying page scaling in ways that can affect precise printing requirements such as barcoding or MICR
fonts.
Many cloud ERP solutions offer limited print capabilities, requiring a user to produce a PDF and then
manually print the document to a potentially limited set of printers, particularly if they are mobile users.
Mobile users also struggle with accessing documents printed by an ERP solution, where the only option
is slow and cumbersome email.
CirrusPrint Solution
With CirrusPrint, the systems that create your documents can be anywhere, and you can still print,
view, and store those documents locally. Security is maintained as documents are transferred across
the network, using SSL, an important feature when using the public cloud. SSL is optional, however, in
cases where document security is maintained in other ways, such as a VPN.
When documents are delivered to locations and users, CirrusPrint uses both standard compression and
patented network reduction techniques. This makes the data transfer as efficient as possible, with
significant byte count reductions to reduce the time and overhead of document transfer.
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When delivering documents to users, CirrusPrint offers a faster and more direct route than email. With
the HTML5 browser client, applications can deliver documents to users by printing to them, or dropping
files into a server-side folder, or even by emailing directly to the browser client.
CirrusPrint solves several of the challenges encountered when running applications in the cloud or other
wide network environments, as described in this table:
Cloud printing is slow
and cumbersome

CirrusPrint provides very high compression ratios, as much as 95%, to speed
delivery of print streams to remote printers. Remote sites connect to the
server, rather than the server connecting to printers, so it solves many firewall
and router configuration headaches, without requiring a VPN.
Email delivery is
Email servers can bog down, and restrict document sizes. Users deal with
inconsistent
spam and other clutter. CirrusPrint provides a fast, direct route from printing to
application users.
Cloud print services can Documents can contain data that you don't want routed through third-party
see my sensitive data services. With CirrusPrint, you own the data from end to end.
Print jobs lose features Some cloud print solutions convert documents to different formats, losing
important print job features like duplex and tray management. Print formats
sent through CirrusPrint to printers are not modified in any way, and retain
these critical features.
Cloud ERP has limited CirrusPrint provides email-to-print functionality. Email PDF files to CirrusPrint
print capability but good addresses for immediate printing and delivery
email

Key Features

High performance cloud and network printing
Print through email, via the user's own email server or third-party services
Very high compression ratios through patented techniques, even of already compressed
documents
Browser-based delivery using HTML5, supporting desktop and mobile devices
Secure document transmission using SSL
Stateless design, so document transmission can occur as remote sites are available
Precise printing using exact replication retains features such as duplex and tray control
Server-centric configuration via browser interface

2

Architecture
A CirrusPrint system is composed of a server and one or more clients. The server receives print jobs
and documents, processes those jobs, and delivers them to remote printers, files, or users. The server
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receives documents in four ways:
Network ports, which simulate network printers, allowing normal application printing to submit jobs
File system paths, so that files can be submitted by simply dropping them into a server folder
Email addresses, enabling job submission by email from any application that can email files
API submission, where authorized users can send files to other users or devices
As jobs arrive, they are parsed and compressed, converted to new formats if needed, and delivered to
remote locations or users. Encryption and multiple compression techniques are used to transfer
documents quickly and with low overhead.
Remote locations run CirrusPrint system client software, which is designed to maintain a connection to
the CirrusPrint server and receive, decompress, and deliver documents to printers or file locations that
are local to the client. Users can run the CirrusPrint browser client, which maintains a connection to the
server and receives documents for viewing.

Software Components
Server
The Server is installed on a system where the printing application is running, or on another system on
the local network where that application runs. In a public cloud environment, it is best run in the same
data center as the printing application to reduce data usage charges, though this is not a requirement.
In fact, it is possible to run a secure spooling application, such as CUPS, in front of CirrusPrint to allow
secure submission of print jobs over public networks. The role of the server is to receive print jobs or
documents, parse and spool them, and deliver them to remote printers or users as quickly as possible,
either immediately or as soon as a remote location connects.
The server can be accessed using any modern browser, such as Chrome, Internet Explorer, Firefox, and
others. It is configured to use either Apache or Nginx web servers, running a private instance distinct
from any other web servers on the machine. If there are no other web servers, it can listen on standard
HTTP/HTTPS ports (80/443), or it can be configured to listen on private ports 8482 and 8483, or any
other ports desired.
A login page is presented, followed by a menu offering server monitoring tools, and if you are logged in
as an administrator, configuration tools. A default admin login with a random password is created on
initial startup. You can obtain the password with a command line request when logged in as root on
Linux or Administrator on Windows: cp20s -getpass admin, or via the Windows manager. This
administrative login should be changed as part of the initial configuration, using the Users tool.
The CirrusPrint server supports multiple companies or groups in a single installation, so it is suitable for
use by ISP's and hosting organizations.
System Clients
Clients are configured to connect with a Server. When started, the client connects to a server, logs in,
and waits for document deliveries. The client and server communicate using techniques to reduce the
amount of data that is transferred. Both standard compression and patented compression techniques
are used to dramatically reduce the amount of data that is transferred between the application and
remote printers or files.
Browser Clients
An HTML5 application, with support for offline use, enables a "location" to be a user's mobile or desktop
browser. When print documents are delivered, they are first converted to PDF format (other document
types are sent unmodified). The browser stores the documents locally to provide viewing access even
© 2021 Synergetic Data Systems Inc.
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when offline. Any given user can use any number of browser clients on different devices, all
synchronized with one another while at the same time offering local saved copies on specific devices.

Configuration
Locations and Users
Remote locations are where client software is installed, on the system or network where printing or
document viewing takes place. Users are special locations that run the browser client, on a desktop
system or mobile device. A system client can receive print jobs or files and deliver them to local (to the
client) printers, commands, a viewer, or file system locations. A browser client can receive jobs,
typically converted to PDF format, store them in the browser, and display them on demand.
Local Sources (Inputs)
Inputs to the server include network ports, server-side file system paths, and email addresses. Port
inputs function just like printers with network ports. Applications and spoolers can be configured to print
to these ports. Path inputs are simply folders or directories on the server which are monitored for new
files, optionally matching naming patterns. Email inputs are dedicated email addresses which are
monitored for PDF attachments, with anti-spam features to prevent printing or forwarding unwanted
documents.
Remote Devices (Outputs)
Remote devices are configured printers, files, or commands that a remote client delivers a job to. Jobs
can be sent to printer devices by name, network address, or a share name. For printing, the format of
the input data is normally maintained when sending to the output device. This is important to maintain
print job features such as duplex and tray control. However, CirrusPrint can also convert data to ensure
compatibility with the device. For example, an email source might receive PDF files, but the output may
need to be converted to PCL6 for printing, or a PostScript job sent by network port can be converted to
PDF for a browser user.
A browser user is a special type of device, simply called "browser". It runs the browser client software
to receive, display, and forward documents. This feature enables the concept of printing to a user rather
than a printer, delivering documents faster and with less clutter than emailing them. A browser user can
login to the server from any number of devices, both desktop and mobile. The user's documents are
synchronized across devices when they connect.

3

Installation
The CirrusPrint server is available for Windows and many Linux or Unix systems. Installation is a
simple, quick process, following instructions in these chapters:
Install on Linux
Install on Windows
After installation, read the following chapters regarding running the server. These instructions also
include sub-chapters on licensing:
Running on Linux
Running on Windows
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There are separate chapters regarding installation of the CirrusPrint remote location client software:
Install Client on Linux
Install Client on Windows

3.1

System Requirements
CirrusPrint servers require computing resources, and those requirements vary widely since operational
demands vary according to the number and types of jobs it processes, and the number of users or
locations that connect to it. It is possible to run a server on a very modest system if it is only supporting
a small number of users, or infrequent jobs. It is also possible to tax a large system if there are dozens
or hundreds of jobs being run simultaneously, or many hundreds or thousands of users and remote
locations connecting to the server. In addition, CirrusPrint doesn't always run on its own server, so it
may have to share resources with other applications.
As a guideline for modest workloads, a system should have at least 2 CPU cores, at least 2GB of
memory, and at least 2GB of free disk space. CirrusPrint resource usage is generally CPU oriented, so
to improve performance you should first increase the number of CPU's. Some types of jobs, or a large
number of processes, may also require more memory, and a system with many users or heavily
graphical documents might need more disk space.
Also as a general rule, Windows systems have more operating system overhead, so more resources
may be required. Likewise, Linux systems without a graphical interface can often run successfully with
less memory. However, CirrusPrint is a multi-process application, so multiple CPU cores should be
used in all cases.
CirrusPrint runs well in both dedicated and virtual environments.
Windows Heap
On busy Windows systems, a CirrusPrint server may hit heap memory limits. This can cause
unpredictable issues, as it can prevent processes from starting, or only allow them to partially start and
become suspended. Heap memory is a fixed allocation based on a registry setting, so is not affected
by increasing system RAM. Instead, the registry must be edited to increase a value, and the system
must be restarted.
The registry key that is edited is:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\System\CurrentControlSet\Control\Session Manager\SubSystems\Windows
The value of this key contains a SharedSection segment. Here is a typical setting:
SharedSection=1024,20480,768
The third number in this entry is a value allocated for services, such as the CirrusPrint server. The
default value on Windows 2008 and later servers is 768, which is inadequate for a service that may have
dozens or even hundreds of tasks running, so this should be increased. A good starting point is 2048,
though it may need to be set even higher, in extreme cases as high as 8192.
Here is a preferred setting, with the minimum value for the third item:
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SharedSection=1024,20480,2048
A system administrator should read this Microsoft support article before making this change:
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/184802

3.2

Install on Linux
The Linux installation process involves a few steps with the command line, and assumes you have the
installation tar.gz file available on the system. You should be the superuser (root) to perform the
installation.
Simplified Installation
Download the install script, set proper permissions, and execute it:
su or sudo sh
curl http://cirrusprint.com/download/install_cp20.sh >/tmp/install_cp20.sh
chmod 544 /tmp/install_cp20.sh
/tmp/install_cp20.sh [-yes]
This will prompt for an install location (defaulting to an existing install), then download the 64-bit or 32-bit
tar file, extract it, and run the setup.sh script. If the -yes parameter is supplied, it is passed to the
setup.sh script that is run. This will auto-install the dependencies without prompting, after prompting if
you want to install system updates.

Controlled Installation
After downloading the installation tar file:
1. Create a directory to install the software in, and make it the current directory.
This should be on a file system with plenty of disk space, at least several GB of free space, though
actual disk space needed can vary considerably depending on many factors, such as they variety and
types of documents you print, and how high or low log and cache purge settings are defined. If you
aren't sure, just pick the file system with the most available space.
If you are updating an existing 2.0 installation, use the existing installation directory. Do not
rename the existing directory or it will invalidate the license.
mkdir -p /opt/cp20
chmod 777 /opt/cp20
cd /opt/cp20
Do not install CirrusPrint into a directory containing other files.
2. If the server is already installed on this system, you should stop it at this point:
cp20s stop
3. Uncompress and extract the contents of the downloaded tar file. For example, if the tar file is
© 2021 Synergetic Data Systems Inc.
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available in the /tmp directory:
gunzip /tmp/cp20_linux_x86.tar.gz
tar xvf /tmp/cp20_linux_x86_tar
Some systems support a "z" option on the tar command, which performs decompression
automatically, so you could enter just one command:
tar xvzf /tmp/cp20_linux_x86.tar.gz
4. If this is a new installation, run the setup.sh script. This script will prompt you to view and accept the
CirrusPrint license agreement.
./setup.sh
This will create /usr/bin/cp20s, and also attempt to create a systemd-based or init.d-based boot
configuration. If the install is not currently activated, it will also activate it as a 21-day demo.
It will prompt for which set of HTTP/HTTPS ports to use. For a dedicated machine, you can choose
standard ports (80/443), but if this machine runs another web server, you must choose private ports
(8482/8483).
Lastly, if there is either the yum (Redhat-based) or apt-get (Debian-based) package manager
available, it will attempt to ensure prerequisites are installed, prompting at each step if you want to
install a package, such as Openssl, Ghostscript, ImageMagick, and Apache.
If you want to answer "yes" (y) to all the prerequisite installs, you can enter ./setup.sh -yes

5. Start the server with the following command:
cp20s start
When the server is running, you can use the browser interface for monitoring and configuration. The
browser interface provides extensive monitoring and configuration tools. When first started, the server
establishes a user login "admin" with a random password. To view the password from the command
line, while logged in as root, enter:
cp20s -getpass admin
Using this password, you can login to the browser interface and change the login to your own
preference. If you'd prefer to set your own password from the command line:
cp20s -resetpass admin -password "value"

Apache Custom Configuration
CirrusPrint by default is configured to start a private instance of the Apache web server. On Linux
installations, most standard Apache configurations are automatically recognized, but if not, then you can
manually edit the [httpd] section of config.ini. The key lines are:
# Examples which match a Redhat install:
#httpd=/usr/sbin/httpd
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#serverroot=/etc/httpd
#user=apache
#group=apache

Uncomment these lines and ensure that httpd points to the Apache web server executable, and
serverroot points to a directory where modules (*.so files) reside, or where a "modules" directory resides.
GhostScript
GhostScript is useful to CirrusPrint when it needs to convert PostScript print data to PDF format for
browser viewing. CirrusPrint will look for the GhostScript executable as /usr/bin/gs or /usr/local/bin/gs,
but if you have a custom location or name for it, you can set gs=path/to/executable in the [server]
section of config.ini, or use the Configuration tool in the browser admin interface. Ghostscript is
available from the Linux distribution supplier, or from http://ghostscript.com. Ghostscript is usually
installed automatically if you install the CUPS spooler.
ImageMagick
ImageMagick's convert program (renamed magick.exe at their version 7.0) is used to convert image files
to other formats on demand. For example, if you submit a jpeg file to a printer, a Magick-Ghostscript
chain will be used to convert that file to postscript or pcl for a printer. ImageMagick is available from the
Linux distribution supplier, or from http://imagemagick.org
.
The setup.sh script will offer to install Ghostscript and ImageMagick if required, using one of the two
primary package management tools in the Linux environment, yum or apt-get.

3.3

Install On Windows
Run the cp20s_setup.exe program to install CirrusPrint on a Windows server. This will run an
installation wizard, including panels for acceptance of the license agreement and the install location.
The default installation location is C:\SDSI\cp20\server.
If installing on a server version of Windows, such as 2008 or 2012, and the server has terminal services,
then look on Control Panel for "Install Application on Remote Desktop" or "Install Application on Terminal
Server" and use that. If the server does not support terminal services, install by right-clicking the setup
executable and choose Run As Administrator.
The default install location is C:\SDSI\cp20\server, but this can be changed if desired. Do not chose a
"Program Files" location to avoid security issues with Windows. Be sure to choose a disk that has
plenty of disk space available, as CirrusPrint utilizes disk for caching and logging. At a minimum, the
disk should have 500MB or more free space, though the needs of CirrusPrint can vary widely based on
job volume and content. If you are updating an existing installation, choose the existing directory.
Do not rename the existing directory as it will invalidate the license stored there.
The setup program installs the software for the user who runs it. This is typically an Administrator, so
login appropriately before running the setup.
Once the setup is complete, there will be some new entries on the Start, Programs menu, under
CirrusPrint 2.0 Server. One of these is the CirrusPrint Manager, which is used to perform some key
functions for this installation:
Activate the server for demo or live use
Configure the server's ports, if necessary to avoid conflicts with other applications or other CirrusPrint
installations on this machine
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Start and Stop the server
Install or uninstall the server as a service
Access the server's browser interface when the server is running
The browser interface provides extensive monitoring and configuration tools.
When first started, the server establishes a user login "admin" with a random password. To view the
password from the command line, while logged in as an administrator:
Use the CirrusPrint Manager, clicking the Get Admin Password button
Use the command line: cp20s -getpass admin

GhostScript
GhostScript is useful to CirrusPrint when it needs to convert PostScript print data to PDF format for
browser viewing. CirrusPrint will look for the GhostScript executable in C:\Program Files\gs or C:
\Program Files (x86)\gs, looking for the highest version, and use the gswin64c.exe or gswin32c.exe
found. If you have a custom location or name for it, you can set gs=path/to/executable in the [server]
section of config.ini, or use the Configuration tool in the browser admin interface.
ImageMagick
If CirrusPrint receives image data that needs to be printed, it will require the services of ImageMagick to
convert the image to a suitable format for printing. CirrusPrint will look for ImageMagick in typical
locations, or you can specify the path to the convert (or magick in version 7.0+) executable in config.ini
or use the Configuration tool in the browser admin interface.

3.4

Licensing
There are three types of licenses: demo, permanent, and emergency. For standard installations, the
user controls when these types of licenses are applied. For cloud marketplace installations, license
management is automatic unless you choose a 'bring your own license' (BYOL) model for the
deployment.
A demo activation is available at any time and without a serial number and PIN code. This type of
activation is limited to 21 days of use and 10 devices, and is used to evaluate the software.
A permanent or emergency license is assigned a serial number and PIN code specific to the machine it
is installed on. Part of this license is the number of active devices the license supports. See License
Counts, below, for details.
A permanent license will run perpetually on the machine and in the location where it is installed, and will
deliver jobs to remote locations so long as the license period has not expired. A System ID and
machine class identify the machine the software is installed on and is required to obtain a permanent
license, as they are used to generate the permanent activation keys. Note that if you move it to a new
machine, or even to a new location on the current machine, the system ID to which the permanent keys
are linked will change and a license reset is required.
An emergency license is available in cases where you have a serial number and PIN code, and need to
get a new machine up and running right away, without waiting for a reset. The System ID and machine
class are not used to generate an emergency license. This license will run for 21 days, by which time
you must obtain the reset and activate the license as permanent.
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View the Licensing Script and License Tab chapters for details on licensing for Unix and Windows,
respectively.

License Counts
A permanent or emergency license is granted a license count, which indicates how many active devices
can be configured. A device represents a remote location target device or browser user, defined in
Outputs for all defined companies, specifying anywhere a print job or document file can be delivered.
Inactive devices, and the automatic "autosend" devices, are not counted in this limit.
Note it is possible by migrating company data files to new systems to exceed the license count limit.
However, you won't be able to save any non-inactive devices until the license is increased or the active
count is reduced. In addition, a server restart will automatically disable excess devices, logging the
action for reference. Be sure to have adequate licensing counts before migrating company data files.
License Periods
Licenses have an expiration date, and are generally renewed monthly via an automatic process. When a
license approaches its expiration date, it should be renewed. There is a ten-day grace period during
which the software will function normally after the expiration date, where it will log pending expiration
messages and attempt to notify an administrator (if email and notification are configured). After ten
days, the software will stop running.
License data is downloaded whenever the server is started, and also on a daily basis, to ensure
continuous operations. Internet access to the synergetic-data.com website from the server is required.

3.5

Uninstalling
To remove CirrusPrint from a machine, follow these instructions:
Unix
Run the uninstall.sh script, or:
Remove the /usr/bin/cp20s script.
Remove the install directory and subdirectories.
Remove any startup scripts or script lines that run cp20s at system boot time.
Warning: If you accidentally installed CirrusPrint into a directory with other software or data files, do
not uninstall it this way, as you will lose that whole directory. Instead, you must manually remove the
CirrusPrint files that were installed, or restore the directory from a backup. The list of files can be found
by viewing a table of contents listing from the install tar file (tar tvf filename).
Windows
Use Control Panel, Programs and Features to remove the CirrusPrint 2.0 Server. If it is installed as a
service, the uninstall will attempt to stop and uninstall the service, but you can uninstall it as a service
beforehand if desired.
In most cases, this will remove all installed files from the installation folder, and the server's Start,
Programs menu folder. However, if permission settings prevent this, or a CirrusPrint program is running
or folder is open, this can be performed manually at later time.
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Firewall and NAT Configuration
Firewall Configuration
CirrusPrint listens on network ports for both browser-based administration and client connections. In
addition, it will listen on ports for print jobs, generally one for each target printer device. By default,
those ports are either 80 and 443, or 8482 and 8483 for browser access, and 9200-9999 for network print
jobs. Any source that might connect to these ports needs access through the firewall. The network
print ports should only be accessible from machines that you want to print to the CirrusPrint server. This
may be a LAN address range or specific machines on a local network or data center. Since network
print ports receive unencrypted data, you don't want to print through a public network.
If another server is listening on ports 80 and 443, it is possible to configure an external web server to
work with CirrusPrint. This can eliminate the need to open ports 8482 or 8483 on the firewall, but does
require configuration in the external web server. For more details, see External Web Server
Configuration.
If the internal SMTP server is enabled on any configured company, then port 25 must be opened on the
firewall, as external mail servers will attempt to connect via that port to deliver mail to the server.
Note that in some cases, there may be multiple firewalls involved in connecting to a server. For
example, an Amazon AWS security group configuration may open port 8483, but a Windows or Linux
firewall on a virtual machine hosted there may also block port 8483, so the port would have to be opened
on both firewalls.
NAT Configuration
If a CirrusPrint server resides on a system behind a router, and remote clients need to access it through
that router, then an administrator will need to configure the router to forward these ports to the
CirrusPrint machine. Most routers provide a browser interface to configure this, often calling ports
"services", since many common services are associated with specific ports (like port 80 for HTTP).

3.7

External Web Server Configuration
CirrusPrint by default is configured to run a private instance of Apache on the server where it is installed.
Most standard Linux Apache or Nginx configurations are recognized and automatically set up, and on
Windows, Nginx is bundled with CirrusPrint. However, there may be sites, such as those with multiple
tenants on a public server, that prefer to configure their own web server with name-based or IP-based
virtual hosts, so that clients connecting to a particular domain name or IP address and port can be
assigned explicitly to a particular company/group.
The main goal of configuration of an external web server is to create an SCGI proxy configuration for /
run/, and also a directory configuration for web and bins paths to the web and bins subdirectories under
the CirrusPrint server. Note that the server must support either Apache or Nginx methods of forwarding a
file specified by the SCGI service. This is specified by one of two headers: X-Sendfile, which points to a
full path as supported by Apache, or X-Accel-Redirect, which points to a /temp/ configured file. See the
apache.tpl or nginx.tpl templates for examples.
If you wish to create namespace-based company/tenant configurations, CirrusPrint can build Apache
configuration files for you. To do this, set a namespace path in the configuration page. As you save
companies, CirrusPrint will build files in the apache subdirectory that are compatible with Apache 2.2 or
higher, and you can simply add an Include command in to that directory (i.e. Include /opt/cp20/apache/*.
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conf) and restart Apache whenever the CirrusPrint company or site configuration changes.
Apache Configuration Samples
A file apache.sample.txt is provided with three example configurations for an Apache server. The file is
self documenting. Note that when restarting the CirrusPrint server, if there were configuration changes
affecting external web server integration, such as the SCGI port, the external web server may also
require restarting..
# Sample file for setting up an Apache Web Server <VirtualHost> to a CirrusPrint
server.
# An experienced web server administrator can use these examples to define
configuration
# sections or include files for an Apache web server. The examples assume the
CirrusPrint
# server is installed in /u0/cp20, the SCGI server is listening on the default 8484
# port, and the systems LAN address is 192.168.10.
# Configuring an external web server to work with CirrusPrint offers these benefits:
# - Support multi-tenancy without requiring a Company ID for authentication
# - Enable access through standard HTTP/HTTPS ports
# As these facilities are configured, companies in CirrusPrint can be configured to
# match the URLs defined. A matching URL enforces a company ID.

# NAME BASED VIRTUAL HOST
# This setup uses a name-based virtual host. The key is the matching of ServerName
# to the http domain used by a browser user. Using name-based virtual hosting allows
# multiple domains to be served. Each company can be configured to match to a given
# host name.
#Listen 8080
<VirtualHost 192.168.1.10:80>
ServerName inhouse.local
DocumentRoot /u0/cp20/web
Alias /bins/ /u0/cp20/bins/
ProxyPass /run/ scgi://127.0.0.1:8484/
ProxySCGISendfile On
DirectoryIndex index.html
<Directory /u0/cp20/web>
Options FollowSymLinks ExecCGI
</Directory>
AddType text/cache-manifest .appcache
ExpiresActive On
ExpiresByType text/cache-manifest A30
</VirtualHost>
# PORT-BASED VIRTUAL HOST
# In this example, a different port is assigned for each virtual host, and it is bound
# to a particular IP address.
Listen 192.168.1.10:8888
<VirtualHost 192.168.1.10:8888>
DocumentRoot /u0/cp20/web
Alias /bins/ /u0/cp20/bins/
ProxyPass /run/ scgi://127.0.0.1:8484/
ProxySCGISendfile On
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DirectoryIndex index.html
<Directory /u0/cp20/web>
Options FollowSymLinks ExecCGI
</Directory>
AddType text/cache-manifest .appcache
ExpiresActive On
ExpiresByType text/cache-manifest A30
</VirtualHost>
# NAMESPACE HOSTS
# Rather than separate hostnames or ports, you can configure multiple prefixes to work
# with the CirrusPrint server. In this example, the prefix /cp/acme is used, and the
# Acme company could be configure to match http://myhost.com/cp/acme. These
definitions
# could go inside a <VirtualHost> section, or reside in the main configuration.
# NOTE: this type of configuration can be automatically set up by specifying a
namespace prefix
# in site configuration. CirrusPrint then creates company namespace configuration
files in the
# apache subdirectory, which can then be included in an external Apache server with
the Include
# directive, such as Include /u0/cp20/apache/*.conf.
Alias /cp/acme/bins /u0/cp20/bins
Alias /cp/acme /u0/cp20/web
ProxyPass /cp/acme/run/ scgi://127.0.0.1:8484/
ProxySCGISendfile On
AddType text/cache-manifest .appcache
ExpiresActive On
ExpiresByType text/cache-manifest A30

3.8

LetsEncrypt SSL
CirrusPrint on Linux will recognize a previously configured LetsEncrypt SSL certificate configuration.
This depends on several things:
A public domain address is provided that points to the CirrusPrint server machine. You need a
machine environment with a static IP address for this. This can be an A or CNAME DNS record.
LetsEncrypt will not issue certificates for IP addresses or domain names that are often temporary,
such as an Amazon AWS ec2 address. You must use a domain name provided through a public DNS
service.
CirrusPrint is listening on standard ports (80 and 443), or you have another web server configured to
listen on the above domain, port 80.
LetsEncrypt's certbot is installed and has been used to request a certificate for the domain. This can
be done using their 'webroot' command line syntax. The webroot directory is the CirrusPrint server's
"web" directory (i.e. /opt/cp20/web), or the webroot of the external web server listening on port 80. Be
sure to also configure automatic renewal. For example:
certbot certonly --webroot -w /opt/cp20/web/ -d cp20.example.com

This would request certificates for the domain cp20.example.com, using the CirrusPrint server
installed at /opt/cp20. The server would have to be listening on port 80 for HTTP requests. The
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certbot program offers a testing mechanism (the --dry-run option) to verify configuration before
committing to a live certificate install. See their website for documentation.
A public domain URL is listed in the CirrusPrint configuration for Public Host Names (i.e. https://cp20.
example.com). Note that the server will auto-assign a public domain if the system's host name
appears to be non-local. However, in some cloud hosting environments, this name will reflect a data
center host name rather than a public one, so you should verify that a truly public hostname is
configured. Configure the public host names first, then restart the server.
As long as no SSL certificate configuration has been configured, CirrusPrint will look for a LetsEncrypt
certificate configuration in their standard location: /etc/letsencrypt/live/domain. If a public hostname
domain is found in /etc/letsencrypt/live, the certificate paths appropriate for either Apache or Nginx are
configured. This auto-configuration occurs when CirrusPrint is started up.

3.9

Getting Started
Once CirrusPrint is installed and started, the next step is to configure it to print or transfer files to one or
more remote locations. This involves several administration browser interface pages.
Configuration
CirrusPrint has many default settings that can be used when first installed, but some things require
configuration. Use the Configuration screen to change items, or you can edit the config.ini file directly.
Three important things to configure are:
SSL certificates, if you will be using them. A default certificate is provided, but since it is a self-signed
certificate, browser users will encounter warnings when accessing the server.
Public host names, which represent URL's that external users could use to connect to the server.
Often times the administrator may connect to the server using a local address, so when sending links
out to external users, it is important to have at least one public URL that can be used.
Email settings, used both to send administrator notifications and also to send email for other
purposes, such as when creating demo companies or sending a browser location link to a user.
Configure a Company
Use the Companies page under Site Options to create a company. A CirrusPrint installation can
support many companies, each with its own configuration and company-specific administration users.
Even though the nomenclature is "Companies", you can also use this feature to divide entities within a
company, such as by office or department. All browser users within an entity have visibility to other
users and devices in that entity. In addition to standard company setup and maintenance, you can
create temporary test companies for users to play with. For any company, you then configure
Locations/Users, Input Sources, and Output Devices.
Configure a Location or User
There are two types of remote locations: system and browser. Both types of locations are configured to
login to the server, using location or location@company, and a password. Both types of locations
connect to the same server port.
A system location will run the remote client software, designed to receive and process files and print
jobs sent from the CirrusPrint server. The client software can run on a user's desktop, or on a server as
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a service. In each case, it can deliver documents to printers and file systems at the location where it
runs. A system location can support multiple remote devices. The system client is written in Node.js,
which is bundled with the Windows client, but must be available to the Linux client. The Linux client
setup script will attempt to install Node.js if not found, or you can use package management tools to
install it before setting up the client.
A browser location runs an HTML5 application in the user's browser, such as Chrome, Edge, Internet
Explorer, Safari, or Firefox. This is an offline application, meaning it will run even when it can't connect
to the server. When it does connect, it monitors the server for documents to be delivered. When a
printed document is sent to a browser location, the server attempts to convert it to PDF format first.
To set up remote locations or browser users, use the Locations/Users menu option.
Once a system location has been configured, install the client software on a system at that location,
and configure it to connect to the CirrusPrint server, using the company ID, location ID and password.
As soon as that location connects successfully, it will upload a list of printers to the server, assisting in
the next configuration step. Browser locations have one type of device, called "Browser".
Configure Output Devices
Remote devices are where files or print jobs are delivered. A remote device can be a printer, such as a
Windows printer or a Linux spool queue, or it can be a file, where the file name can include parameters
to ensure uniqueness or produce a logical naming convention. It can also be a command on the remote
system, where the file is passed to a command line for processing.
Remote devices are given an ID, a device type, and a device path or name. When configuring a device,
the list of printers provided by the remote location is presented, allowing simple selection of printer
names when configuring printers. The following types of devices are supported:
Printer - a printer name on the system where the remote system client runs. This can be a Windows
printer name, or a Linux CUPS spool destination. On Linux, CirrusPrint delivers the job using "lp -d
printer -oraw".
File - a file is created on the remote system, based on a path and substitution parameters.
Command - A command line is run, typically with the substitution parameter {file} to use the file
created at the remote location. This type of device can easily print to a Unix or Linux spool queue.
Viewer - A file is created, typically in a temp or work directory, and the client opens the document
when received. This type of device is effective when location clients are installed on user desktop
computers. It is the only type of device available for browser client users.
Network Printer - A network name or address of a printer. The default port is 9100, but you can add
a :port suffix if needed, such as "192.168.1.99:9101".
Each remote location can have any number of devices configured. One device, a file transfer device
called "autosend", is automatically created (and not counted for licensing purposes). To set up remote
devices, use the Output Devices menu option. First select a location, then edit or add devices for that
location.

Configure Input Sources
A input source is a port, path, or email addresss that receives jobs destined for a remote device.
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A port source is a TCP/IP port that the server listens on for print jobs. System spoolers and many
applications can print to a network printer, and that is exactly how a port source operates. When a
print job arrives on a port, CirrusPrint stores and parses the job, then queues it for a specific remote
location device (or more than one device if you configure it that way). If a remote location is
connected, it receives jobs immediately. If not, the server keeps the job until the location connects
and receives it.
A port can be any available number from 1024 to 64000. Typical ports are in the 9000-9999 range.
You can establish port ranges in the system or company configurations for auto-assignment if desired.
With auto-assignment, CirrusPrint will look for the next available port number within the specified
range and apply that port to the source record.
When a source port is created on a Windows server, CirrusPrint will also create a system port named
"cp20_portid", so that it is easy to create printers that target the CirrusPrint port.
A path source is a disk directory on the server where CirrusPrint runs. It can read all files, or files
selected with a wildcard, from that directory. A path source is typically used to transfer files to one or
more remote locations. When a new file appears in a directory, it is picked up, parsed, and queued
for a specific remote location device. If a remote location is connected, the file is delivered
immediately. If not, the server keeps the job until the location connects and receives it. A companion
.ini file can also be provided with the file, which can provide information used by the remote client to
create a file name or pass details to a remote command line.
An email source is a dedicated email address that the CirrusPrint server manages via IMAP. PDF
files can be emailed to this address, along with specific To names or subject tags, to direct the PDF,
or a print document converted from PDF, to a target device or user.
To set up local sources, use the Input Sources menu option.

3.10

Server EULA
The CirrusPrint Server end user license agreement is reproduced below.

CirrusPrint (tm) Cloud and Network Printing Software
License Agreement
NOTICE: INSTALLING THIS PACKAGE INDICATES YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF THE FOLLOWING TERMS
AND CONDITIONS. PLEASE READ THEM. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE WITH THEM, RETURN THE PACKAGE
UNOPENED, AND RETURN OR DESTROY ANY COPIES OF THE PROGRAM IN YOUR POSSESSION. THE
DEALER FROM WHOM YOU PURCHASED THE SOFTWARE WILL REFUND YOUR PURCHASE PRICE.
"Program", as used herein, refers to the CirrusPrint Server software product, its documentation,
and supporting files and programs. "Developer", as used herein, refers to Allen D. Miglore.
"Publisher" as used herein refers to Synergetic Data Systems Inc.
LICENSE
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You may use the Program on a single machine, and you may copy the Program into any machinereadable format for backup purposes only. If you transfer the Program to another machine, you
agree to destroy the Program, together with all copies, in whole or in part, on the original
machine.
You may not copy, modify, or transfer the Program, in whole or in part, except as expressly
provided herein. You may not sublicense, assign, or otherwise transfer the Program to any third
party except by the express written consent of the Developer or Publisher.
TERM
The license is effective until terminated. You may terminate at any time by destroying the
Program together with all copies of the Program in your possession. It will also terminate
automatically upon failure to comply with any of the terms of this agreement. You agree upon
such termination to destroy the Program together with all copies in your possession in any form.
CONFIDENTIALITY OF THE PROGRAM
You understand that the Program is proprietary to the Developer, and agree to maintain the
confidentiality of the Program. You agree that neither you, nor any person or entity acting on
your behalf, will copy or otherwise transfer the Program, in whole or in part, in any form
(including printed source code), to any third party. You agree to retain the Developer's copyright
notices, in all forms, throughout the Program. You agree not to de-encrypt or de-compile the
Program.
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
The Program is provided "AS IS" without warranty of any kind, including, but not limited to the
implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. The entire risk as to
the quality and performance of the Program is with you.
In no event will the Developer or Publisher be liable to you for any damages, including any lost
profits or other incidental or consequential damages arising out of the use or inability to use the
Program, even if advised of the possibility of such damages.
SUPPORT
If the Program is purchased through a dealer, support for the Program should be obtained from
the dealer from whom it was purchased. Support pricing and terms are established by the Dealer,
not the Developer or Publisher.
If the Program is purchased through directly from the Publisher, or through an entity where the
Publisher has agreed to provide support to that entity's end users, support can be obtained from
the Publisher. Limited support is available at no charge; additional support is available for a fee.
YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT YOU HAVE READ THIS AGREEMENT, UNDERSTAND IT, AND AGREE TO BE
BOUND BY ITS TERMS AND CONDITIONS. YOU FURTHER AGREE THAT IT IS THE COMPLETE AND
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EXCLUSIVE STATEMENT OF THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN YOU AND THE DEVELOPER AND PUBLISHER
AND IT SUPERSEDES ANY PRIOR AGREEMENT, ORAL OR WRITTEN, AND ANY OTHER
COMMUNICATION BETWEEN YOU AND THE DEVELOPER RELATING TO THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THIS
AGREEMENT.

4

Operation
The CirrusPrint server includes tools to start and stop the server, and to install it to run automatically as
a service.
Instructions are available for both Unix and Windows.

4.1

Running on Linux
The CirrusPrint server can be started and stopped from the Unix command line. These operations
should be executed while logged in as root, or with sudo.
cp20s start
cp20s stop
cp20s restart

Starts the server
Stops the server
Stops, then restarts the server

Note if the installation detected and configured systemd or init.d setups, you can also manage the server
using systemctl or service commands. The service name in both cases is "cp20s".
Once running, CirrusPrint will listen for location connections from browsers and system clients. Clients
connect using http or https. If the server listens on non-standard ports, the URL for the clients must
include the port, such as http://192.168.1.10:8482.

4.1.1

Automatic Startup
Systemd or Init.d Systems
The setup.sh script will attempt to establish cp20s as a service that starts when the server boots, and
also can be controlled by the system's normal init programs, either "service" or "systemctl". This setup
looks for either systemd, chkconfig, or update-rc.d programs to perform the appropriate steps.
Manual Settings
If your system does not have one of these standard features, you can use manual setup. There are
several techniques for this, and they can vary by your exact operating system. Some common methods
are:
Add a line to /etc/inittab to run "cp20s start" one time at all regular run levels
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cp20s:2345:once:/usr/bin/cp20s start
Create a script S99cirrus, and place this script in any /etc/rc#.d directory associated with normal run
levels (typically /etc/rc2.d, /etc/rc3.d, or /etc/rc5.d). It doesn't hurt to place the script in levels 2, 3,
and 5. The script can be as simple as:
#!/bin/sh
cp20s start

4.1.2

Licensing Script
The license.sh script is used for licensing CirrusPrint on Unix or Linux systems. To run this, login as
the root user and make the CirrusPrint server directory the current directory. Then use ./license.sh.
Note that a typical cloud markeplace installation does not require manual licensing, so this script should
not be used.
This presents the following menu:
CIRRUSPRINT LICENSING OPTIONS
Use the following options if this machine is connected to the Internet:
----------------------------------------------------------------------1 - Permanent Activation (requires serial number and PIN code)
2 - Emergency Temporary Activation (also requires SN and PIN)
3 - 30-Day Demo Mode Activation
Use the following options for manual activation. Activation keys
can be obtained from http://synergetic-data.com/cplic.cgi.
----------------------------------------------------------------4 - Display System ID and machine class (needed for option 5)
5 - Enter Permanent Activation
6 - Enter Emergency Temporary Activation
i - Initialize activation file

Options 1, 2, and 3 use the Internet to obtain activation information, and automatically activate the
product. Options 5 and 6 are the equivalent but require you to obtain activation information from another
computer that does have Internet access, and type it (or copy/paste it if possible) into the CirrusPrint
system. Option 4 provides the active system ID and machine class, if you need to obtain a permanent
activation manually.
If an expired demo or temporary license was ever installed previously, it is possible that the activation file
needs to be initialized before the other options can work. This is done by using the "i" option.
For more details about types of licenses, see the Licensing chapter.

4.2

Running on Windows
You can use the CirrusPrint Manager application for any given installation, available as a desktop
shortcut or the Start menu as "CirrusPrint 2.0 Server", to manage operation of the CirrusPrint server on
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Windows.
At the top of the manager window is a toolbar offering several options. From left to right:
Start the server running
Stop the server
Install the server as a service
Uninstall it as a service
Access the browser interface
View the manual

Different options may be available at different times. For example, if the server is not running, the stop
and browser access buttons are disabled.
There are three tabs available with varying information.
Status
Configure Ports
Activation
Most configuration is performed via the browser interface.
Command Line Options
The CirrusPrint server can be started and stopped from the command line, if you are logged in as an
Administrator.
cp20s -start
Starts the server
cp20s -stop
Stops the server
cp20s -restart Stops, then restarts the server
Once running, CirrusPrint will listen for location connections from browsers and system clients.
The default port for connections is 8482, so from a browser, use a URL like http://192.168.1.10:8482 in
your browser. If the configuration indicates the browser interface is secure, use "https" rather than "http"
in the URL. The secure setting is defined in the [server] section of config.ini.

4.2.1

Status Tab
This tab provides a view to recent activity on the server, with a view of the current log file.
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The toolbar provides buttons for the following:
Starting and stopping the server
Installing and uninstalling the server as a service
Accessing the browser-based administration interface, to configure and monitor the server
Accessing the manual

4.2.2

Port Configuration Tab
Use this tab to configure ports, if you need to change them from defaults. There are two configuration
settings:
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HTTP Port is used by the browser interface and remote clients. This is a semi-public port, accessible
from outside the server machine, but by default only from local network addresses. It defaults to port
8482. It must be opened on the firewall to allow remote access from the system and browser clients.
HTTPS Port is used by the browser interface and remote clients. It is a public port, and requires an
SSL connection (https://) to connect to it. Initially this is serviced by a self-signed certificate, so
browser users will encounter a warning. You can obtain a public certificate through a certificate
authority, and configure it through the browser interface.
If this installation is a standalone system, with only the CirrusPrint web server, you can configure default
ports of 80 (HTTP) and 443 (HTTPS) to enable browsers to connect without a port number specification
in the URL, and possibly saving firewall configuration, since many firewalls enable those standard ports
by default.
You can also click View/Edit server configuration file directly to open config.ini in an editor. Use
care, and understand the settings, before making any changes to the file.
If you are an administrator, you will also see a button Get Admin Password, which will display the
current "admin" password for use when logging into the browser interface. This is particularly important
during the initial install process, as the admin password is randomly generated.
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Activation Tab
This tab is used to license the server. If you have an Internet connection on this machine, it is easiest to
use the automatic activation features. If not, you can use the Manual Licensing feature in conjunction
with the license server at http://cirrusprint.com, which you can access on another machine that does
have Internet access.

Demo License
Click Automatic Activation to activate with a 21-day demo license for test usage.
Permanent or Emergency License
Enter the serial number and PIN code provided with your license, then:
For automatic activation, and click the appropriate Permanent or Emergency button. Three keys are
downloaded and installed automatically.
For manual activation, use a system that is connected to the internet. With your serial number and PIN
code, and for a permanent activation the system ID and machine class displayed here, and obtain
activation keys, then paste them in to the fields for Key 1, Key 2, and Key 3, and press Activate.
For more details about types of licenses, see the Licensing chapter.
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Browser Interface
The CirrusPrint server normally operates a private HTTP server, accessed by any web browser. This
interface is used to monitor the server and manage its configuration, and it also provides a link for
browser users to launch the browser client. The internal HTTP server is a private instance of the Apache
or Nginx web server, launched with a special configuration file. On dedicated CirrusPrint machines, this
can be the only web server running, and it can listen on standard HTTP (80) and HTTPS (443) ports. If it
is not a dedicated machine, then it can listen on ports 8482 and 8483 for these two services. An
additional port, 8484, bound to the local computer and therefore inaccessible from external systems, is
used for the internal SCGI proxy service.
Note that it is possible to disable this private web server instance, and replace it with an external web
server that has been properly configured. In that case, you would use a different domain name, port, and
path prefix, to communicate with the server.
You can connect to the following locations using the server's hostname or IP address:
https://server:8483 to access the basic portal
https://server:8483/admin to access the administration pages
https://server:8483/browser to access the browser client
Optionally, if configured and accessible through your firewall, you can use http://server:8482 to access a
non-secure version of these pages. Also, the port portion can be dropped in dedicated machine
installations, as the web server will listen on default ports 80 and 443.
Upon installation, there is a private certificate used for HTTPS connections, so most browsers will
prompt the user for approval before proceeding to the pages. A public certificate can be configured in
the configuration page.
Troubleshooting
If you are unable to connect to the browser interface, it may be because there was an error starting the
web server that listens on the CirrusPrint ports. Look in the current logs/server.*.csv file for indications of
an error starting Apache or Nginx.
To manually change ports used by CirrusPrint, you can edit the config.ini file found in the CirrusPrint
install directory. There are two or three ports required and which must not conflict with other services on
the machine:
[server] section:
listen=port (used for the SCGI server that runs behind the Apache or Nginx server)
[httpd] section:
port=port (used for http access)
sslport=port (used for https access)
Also be aware of the allow= and sslallow= settings to make sure your from address is not being
blocked.
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Command Line Options
In addition to the standard start, stop, and restart options, the cp20s program supports some other
control features to help bootstrap or manage an installation. Most of these options require that you be
logged in as "root" on Linux or "Administrator" on Windows.
Results are printed to the screen, unless you include -o "filename", in which case the result is written
to the specified file.
All errors are reported in the syntax "Error: message", providing a pattern to watch for.
These options do not require a root or Administrator login:
cp20s -v
cp20s -help

Displays a version message
Displays a help file

These options are only supported when logged in as root (Linux) or an administrator (Windows):
cp20s -status [connections|procs|devs]
Displays status information. By default, license information is displayed. Specify alternate options
with one of the additional options, connections, procs, or devs to display a pipe-delimited list of
active connections, running processes related to the CirrusPrint server, or active device records.
cp20s -getpass userid [ -q ]
Gets the password for the user specified. The -q option prints only the password, rather than a
message.
cp20s -resetpass userid [ -password "value" ] [ -o filename ] [ -q ]
Resets the user password to the supplied value, or a random one, and displays it. The -q option
prints only the password, rather than a message.
cp20s -update companies -companyid "value" options
Updates or creates a company record with the given company ID. Any number of additional options
may be supplied to update specific fields of the company record. Options include:
-companyname "value"
-address1 "value"
-address2 "value"
-address3 "value"
-address4 "value"
-contact "value"
-phone1 "value"
-phone2 "value"
-email1 "value"
-email2 "value"
-inactive 0|1
-notes "value" (use \n for newlines, \t for tabs, \\ for \)
-vhostname "value" (use \n to separate hostname values)
-printports "start-end" (range of port numbers, such as 10200-10299)
-maxinputs number (maximum number of ports or paths a process can monitor - default is 10)
-expires "m/d/y h:m[pm]" (sets an expiration date/time for this company)
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cp20s -delete companies -companyid "value"
Deletes the specified company ID. Returns OK or an error message.
cp20s -list companies options
Lists companies based on the following options:
-first number (the first company sequence, defaults to 1)
-count number (the last company sequence, defaults to the number of records on file)
-flds "field1,field2,..." (list of fields to return, defaults to all)
-xml (xml output format - default is tab-separated-values)

cp20s -update users -userid "value" options
Updates or creates a site user record with the given user ID. Any number of additional options may
be supplied to update specific fields of the user record. Options include:
-username "value"
-password "value"
-email "value"
-allowfrom "value" (IP values, wildcards, ranges, separated by semicolons)
-admin 0|1
-enableapi 0|1
-inactive 0|1
-companies "value" (valid company ID's separated by semicolons)

cp20s -delete users -userid "value"
Deletes the specified user ID. Returns OK or an error message.
cp20s -list users options
Lists companies based on the following options:
-first number (the first user sequence, defaults to 1)
-count number (the last user sequence, defaults to the number of records on file)
-flds "field1,field2,..." (list of fields to return, defaults to all)
-xml (xml output format - default is tab-separated-values)
cp20s -repair
Runs a repair operation on all configuration data files for all companies. This can be used if you
suspect corruption in a data file. This can be run while the server is running, as it does not lock any
data files.
cp20s -usage options
Reports current usage of different objects and subtypes by company, including locations, devices,
jobs, and disk usage. Jobs include counts for today, yesterday, and month-to-date. Disk is
reported in bytes and is a based on usage at the time the command is run.
-xml (xml output format - default is tab-separated-values)
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Software Updates
From time to time, new versions of CirrusPrint are published and available. These updates can both
correct errors and offer new features. CirrusPrint can automatically download these updates, or you can
manually download them. Once downloaded, updating the software can be performed under the control
of an administrator. Note that updates are always cumulative, so you do not need to install each version
in series. To update to the most current version, simply install the most current installer.
Automatic downloading is configured in the Service Options tab of the Configuration page.
The Status page provides an Updates tab to perform the the update steps.

5

Administration
The administration interface is used to configure and monitor the server. There are site-side options
available to administrative users, and company-specific options available to company users.
To access the interface, use a modern web browser and open a URL to the server and configured
listening port. Examples are:
http://cirrusprint.example.com/admin
https://192.168.1.10:8483/admin
After logging in, you can use the Admin Interface to configure and monitor the server.

5.1

Login
In order to view server activity or edit the server's configuration, you must login with a user ID and
password. An administrator user can set up company logins and edit the configuration.
When first installed, there is an administrative login "admin" created with a random password. Logging
in with this initial user will allow other users to be defined, and the admin account to be changed. The
password value can be obtained by root (Linux) or an administrative user (Windows), via the command
line (cp20s -getpass admin) or the Windows CirrusPrint Manager tool. An administrator can change this
if desired once logged in, with the Users option.
There are two different types of administration users: site administrators, and company administrators
who are assigned to one or more specific company IDs.
A site administrator can edit users, setup companies, monitor system logs, and perform all companyspecific functions.
A company administrator can manage company-specific locations and devices, and monitor a
company's jobs.
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If emailing has been configured in the CirrusPrint configuration, and a user has an email address, the
password can be emailed to the user by clicking the 'Send login information' link on the login page.
AWS Note: The initial password for an AWS Marketplace installation is the instance ID rather than a
random value. This value can be obtained from the AWS management console, or you can use the
standard methods described above.

5.2

Admin Interface
The administration window provides a tree-structured menu, with access to site and company-specific
items.

A site administrator has access to the Site menu options:
Status to view license and operation status
Configuration to edit server settings such as ports and log details
Companies to set up one or more companies (for multi-tenant installations)
Users to edit both site and company administrator users
Log Viewer is used to view the daily server logs, which display server activity.

Site and company administrators have access to company-specific administration features:
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Locations/Users is used to edit remote locations and browser users. Remote locations can be
systems that have the system client installed, or browsers that receive documents on a user's
desktop or mobile device.
Outputs is used to edit remote devices. Each remote system location can have one or more devices.
Devices is a term used loosely, as a device can be a printer, a command line, or a file at the remote
location. For browser clients, the only device is the browser itself.
Inputs is used to edit input sources, including paths and ports. Jobs are submitted to these paths and
ports, and are routed to configured output devices.

5.3

Site Options
The Site Options menu tree features include:
Status to view license and operation information
Configuration to modify configuration elements
Companies to edit companies supported by this installation
Users to edit users allowed access to the admin interface, either site-wide or for specific companies
Log Viewer to view the server logs

5.3.1

Status
The status window shows four tabs of information.
Status Information shows license and activation information, and a table of active devices across all
companies. When your license specifies the number of devices, the active device list provides a
reference of what devices are in use and apply toward the license limit.
Processes lists all active processes associated with the CirrusPrint server. This list includes web
server, SCGI service, and processing tasks. In an active system, there will be a number of tasks
running all the time, and some that are transient while jobs are processed and other background tasks
are performed.
Connections shows connected clients, both system clients and browser clients. Note that browser
clients don't provide immediate disconnect information, so it can take several minutes for such
disconnections to register at the server.
Updates presents a list of available update files, with an option to download an update that is later
than the currently installed version. When selected, an update level can then be installed. On Linux,
the install is performed by the server itself, clicking the Install button. On Windows, which requires a
service stop and ensuring related programs are closed, there are instructions on how to apply an
update.
There is an option in configuration to download available updates on a daily basis. While downloads
can be automatic, to avoid unplanned disruptions updates must be installed manually in this Updates
tab or optionally from the operating system.
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Configuration
These settings control how the server operates and manages itself. All settings are stored in the
server's configuration file, config.ini, and can be maintained there manually or via the browser interface.
After editing, press the Save button to store your changes. Some settings require a server restart to
take effect, including any settings related to the private Apache instance, the SCGI server, or logging.
To restart, you can use the Restart button in the toolbar, or use the system-level server manager tool, /
usr/bin/cp20s or cp20s.exe.

HTTP Server
Enable a private Apache or Nginx web server instance. If checked, the following section applies. If not
checked, you must configure name space or virtual hosting in a web server so that it can access the
SCGI server provided by CirrusPrint. Note that you can have both the private instance and other web
servers running on the same machine, as long as the ports and virtual hosting configurations do not
conflict. For information about configuring an external web server to work with CirrusPrint, see External
Web Server Configuration.
CirrusPrint comes with default configuration templates for either Apache or Nginx, named apache.tpl and
nginx.tpl. These template files form the basis of a runtime config file for the active http server each time
CirrusPrint is started. If you need to customize the configuration, for example to increase worker or
thread capacity, you can copy the standard *.tpl file to *.custom.tpl (i.e. apache.custom.tpl). The next
time CirrusPrint is started, it will use the custom file instead of the standard file to generate the Apache
or Nginx config file. This feature was added in 2.0.18.
HTTP Port is the port that the internal web server listens for connections on. It can optionally be
prefixed with a IP address and colon to bind to the specified address. The default is 8482 or 80,
depending on the install selection. To bind to just 192.168.1.99, for example, change this to
"192.168.1.99:8482". If blank, no HTTP listener is started.
HTTP Access is a list of IP addresses, or address prefixes and bitmasks, that are allowed to access the
HTTP port. List multiple entries separated by spaces. The default setting for this non-secure port is all
standard local network addresses, 127.0.0.1 10.0.0.0/24 172.16.0.0/20 192.168.0.0/16.
HTTPS Port is the port that the internal web server listens for SSL connections on. It can optionally be
prefixed with a IP address and colon to bind to the specified address. The default is 8483. To bind to
just 192.168.1.99, for example, change this to "192.168.1.99:8483". If blank, no HTTPS listener is
started.
HTTPS Access is a list of IP addresses, or address prefixes and bitmasks, that are allowed to access
the HTTPS port. List multiple entries separated by spaces. If left blank, any browser that can connect
to the machine is allowed.
SSL Certificate File is the path name of an SSL certificate file in PEM format. If no file is entered, then
a default self-signed certificate is used. Browser users will get warnings about the certificate, but may
still access the server. This file may contain the private key as well as the certificate. If not, you must
also enter the SSL Key File value. Both Apache 2.4.8+ and Nginx support a certificate chain in this file,
if intermediate certificates are provided by the certificate authority. For Apache versions lower that 2.4.8,
the chain file must be supplied separately in the Chain File field.
SSL Certificate Chain File is a path name of an SSL certificate chain file. If there is an intermediate
certificate file required (such as with LetsEncrypt or several other certificate authorities), and the
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intermediate certificate is not embedded in the main certificate file (as is supported by Apache 2.4.8 and
higher and required by Nginx), then specify the chain file here.
SSL Key File is the path name of a private key associated with the above certificate file. Note that if
this value is not filled in, then the certificate file must contain the private key at the top of the file.
Namespace, if defined, will cause additional configuration files to be managed for use by an external
Apache web server. This enables CirrusPrint services to be supplied within the context of a separate
web server managed at a system level. The configuration files are created within the "apache"
subdirectory and can be included in the external servers configuration with an Include /path/apache/*.
conf command. CirrusPrint services can then be accessed by the public domain and a /namespace
path.
Public Host Names is a list of public URL values that can be used to access this server. These are
typically maintained in a third party DNS service, and are important to setting up SSL access with public
certificates. When links to the server are sent out to users, they will use one of these names, selected
by the user at the time of submission. In addition, the server will use these names to look for automatic
LetsEncrypt configuration for public SSL certificates.

Service Options
SCGI Server is an internal, localhost-bound port used when the Apache server communicates with the
CirrusPrint server. This port defaults to 8484.
Print Ports is a range of port numbers, such as 9100-9999, which is used when auto-assigning a port
number for a Local Source definition. Note that if non-local printers or programs will be submitting jobs
to these ports, you may need to unblock them in the system firewall. You can also set companyspecific port ranges, so that auto-assignment for a company's port sources is taken from that range
rather than this range.
Session Hours is the number of hours a login session to the admin interface lasts. Users must login
again after this many hours.
Ghostscript is the path to the Ghostscript program on the system. Ghostscript is used when printing to
browser users, to convert Postscript print data to PDF format. For information about installing
Ghostscript, see the Ghostscript Installation page.
Image Magick is a path to the Image Magick convert (or magick at their 7.0) programs on the system.
Image Magick is used when converting image data to print formats.
GhostPCL is a path to the GhostPCL progrram on the system. GhostPCL is used to convert PCL print
data to other formats, such as PDF for browser users.
Updates enables automatic download of updated versions of CirrusPrint. These can be installed from
the Status, Updates function, or via the operating system. The updates are downloaded into the
'installers' subdirectory.
Auto Repair enables a file repair function to run each time the server is started. This function is
identical to the one run by the command line cp20s -repair. This option adds a small amount of
overhead to the server start time, though unless there are very large active job files, the time is trivial.
Local SMTP Server
If there is no other mail server on the CirrusPrint server, and port 25 (standard SMTP) is open, it is
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possible to submit jobs by email directly to output devices using a specific format in the To address.
The CirrusPrint server can listen for SMTP connections and start jobs with the emailed attachments
(typically PDF files). This provides a performance benefit over the IMAP inbound source method by
reducing the number of mail servers an email must pass through.
Once this is enabled, each company can be configured to accept email submissions via this mail server.
Note that the internal SMTP server is not a full-featured mail server, and does not relay mail to outside
addresses. It is designed to only accept mail to known company output devices. It should not be used
in place of a standard mail server.

Email
CirrusPrint utilizes a mail server configuration for several tasks, including notifications that should be
sent to a site administrator, as well as to users for password recovery, one-click access, and product
testers.
SMTP Server names the mail server to connect to when sending emails. The server may contain a
"ssl:" prefix to indicate the server uses SMTPS rather than plain or enhanced SMTP. It may also
contain a :port suffix if the server's port is not 25 for SMTP or 465 for SMTPS. Many servers use port
587 in conjunction with STARTTLS protocol.
Login and Password must be filled in if the mail server requires authentication.
From is the address that will appear in the From header of the email.
Notify Address is an email address to send important notifications to. You can optionally also CC the
publisher to ensure wider awareness of certain issues.
When you've configured email settings, you can use the Send Test button to send a test email to the To
Address value. A message will indicate success or failure, and after the test, a detailed SMTP log is
available with the Test Log button. Note that the Send Test button does not save the configuration
settings, so be sure to Save once the test is successful.

Purge
Job Purging defines how many days job history is kept and also how long undelivered job files are kept,
before automatic deletion. If a remote location fails to pick up a job immediately, the job data file is
retained until the location successfully connects and picks up the job, or until this amount of time
passes. Note the system will not purge jobs younger than 31 days regardless of this setting, in order to
preserve records for usage reporting.
Log Purging defines how many days log files are kept. A log file is created for each day.
Workfile Purging defines how many days work files are kept. Work files are normally cleaned up
automatically as jobs are processed, but if jobs terminate abnormally, files can be left behind. Work
files should generally be cleaned up quickly unless needed for debugging purposes.
Cache Purging defines how many days a cache entry can remain unused before purged. Object
caching is used to increase performance of job delivery to remote locations. However, if a cache entry is
unused, it occupies space for no reason, so it can be removed to free that space.
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Debug History defines how long debug files (copies of job files) are kept for analysis and debugging
purposes.
Connection Links defines how many days a connection link is valid before expiring. Connection links
can be sent to browser users from the Locations/Users page.

Logs
Log Path defines the directory or folder where log files are kept. There is a log file for each day. The
default is the "logs" directory under the server installation directory.
Log Details defines how much detail is maintained in the log files for job transactions and for HTTP
(browser) access. There are three levels of detail: Normal, Detailed, and Very Detailed. Detailed and
Very Detailed settings are used primarily for analysis and debugging purposes, as they generate a large
amount of data.

5.3.3

Companies
CirrusPrint is designed to support multi-company (or multi-tenant) configuration, so one or more
companies must be configured. Companies are given an ID value, along with name and and contact
information. A company can be set inactive, so that none of its ports or paths are monitored but it's
data is retained.
As companies are configured, company-specific options are added to the menu tree on the left side of
the Administration menu.
Company ID is used to identify this company. Depending on the Host Value setting, it may be a
required field for client logins. Many configuration elements are specific to a company.
Company Name and Contact Detail fields are simple information fields.
Host Value can be filled in or left blank. If it is filled in, then when clients connect, if the server/path
they connect to matches (starts with) the value specified, then this company ID is utilized, overriding any
company ID configured in the client. This feature can be used to establish virtual hosts or path-based
name spaces for specific companies.
If the host value is blank, then connections must have a valid company ID value as part of their
configuration.
Print Ports is a range of ports for auto-assignment when creating port sources for this company, such
as 9200-9299 or 10000-10049. In order to facilitate firewall configuration, or if desired to improve security
in a multi-tenant environment, it is helpful to assign non-overlapping ranges to different companies.
Max Inputs is the maximum number of input sources a given port or path monitor task will watch. If
there are more input sources than this number, additional monitor tasks will be launched. Note that as
you add new input sources, addition tasks are added one at a time. Once the server is restarted, or this
company's services are restarted, a reallocation will occur and new processes will be started to handle
up to this many ports or paths. If this is not set or is 0, 10 is the default value.
Contact Details fields are provided for administrative purposes, and do not impact operations.
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Company Email Receiving Setup
If the server configuration enables the local SMTP server, then each company can be configured to
accept email through that server. Each company has a white-list of acceptable senders, and a
maximum mail size that can be accepted. Emails can then be sent to the CirrusPrint server domain,
with To: or CC: addresses of compid.locid.devid@domain or locid.devid@compid.domain.

Company Email Sending Setup
Each company can have its own outbound email configuration, so that mail sent by the CirrusPrint
server on behalf of users for a given company can be routed through that company's mail server. The
following information is required:
SMTP Server names the mail server to connect to when sending emails. The server may contain a
"ssl:" prefix to indicate the server uses SMTPS rather than plain or enhanced SMTP. It may also
contain a :port suffix if the server's port is not 25 for SMTP or 465 for SMTPS. Many servers use port
587 in conjunction with STARTTLS protocol.
Login and Password must be filled in if the mail server requires authentication.
From is the address that will appear in the From header of the email.

Create Demo Button
If you've defined email and public host names in the site configuration, the public host names will appear
as options on the Create Demo button. Select one of those names and you will be prompted for an
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email address. This will create a short-term demonstration company, with a company admin login, a
browser user, and a system client user. An email is generated with links to these features and sent to
the email address specified. The company and related admin user are automatically purged after 24
hours.
This feature is intended for ISP's to provide a brief introduction to CirrusPrint for their users. Be sure the
email recipient is expecting the email.
Company Data Files
Company data is stored in a directory/folder "data/companyID" under the CirrusPrint installation path. If
you delete a company, this data remains in case you want to transfer it to another system. If it is no
longer needed, you can remove it from the file system.
The following files are used by the server for a given company:
cache.dat - stores frequently used job data
devices.dat - stores output device configuration
jobdevs.dat - stores job data for target devices
jobs.dat - stores job data
locations.dat - stores remote location/user data
sources.dat - stores input configuration
You can migrate data for a company to a different server.
You can also convert version 1.0 data from a CirrusPrint 1.0 installation to a company in version 2.0.

5.3.4

Site Users
To use the admin browser interface of the server, a user provides a login and password. This tool is
used to add, edit, and delete such user profiles. Users can be company-specfic users or administrators.
Company users can monitor can manage their own company operations, and administrators can
configure the server as well as manage company operations.
Note: a user is different than a location. Users in CirrusPrint are server interface users who manage
aspects of server operation, whereas locations are remote sites or browsers that receive print jobs or
document deliveries.
The initial page is a list of known user ID's. From this page, you can select a user to edit, or add a new
user by pressing the Add button.
User ID is the name the user logs in under.
Name is an information field.
Password is the password the user must provide when logging in. This entry is obscured when editing.
Click the Show Me button to see the password text. The system doesn't allow a null or space
password. If left empty, a random password is generated when the record is saved.
Admin User, if checked, indicates this user is an administrator.
API User, if checked, indicates this user can access the API. If the user is also an Admin User, then
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all API access for all companies is available. If not, then the API will only allow access to the
companies assigned to the user.
Companies enable assignment of non-admin users to specific companies
Allowed From is a list of IP addresses or ranges, such as 192.168.1.240-255, or 10.*.*.*. If this value
is filled in, the user must login from an address matching one of the values. Note that this is the IP
address from the server's viewpoint, which may differ from the user's internal IP address if access is
through a router that does address translation. Also, users who access the server via the Internet will
likely have dynamic IP addresses. This option is most useful for internal networks where IP addresses
are managed by an administrator.
User is inactive, if checked, indicates this user can't log in, though the user record remains on file.
Press the Save button to save any changes, or the Delete button to remove an existing record.

5.3.5

Log Viewer
The log viewer allows selection of a daily log file, and then displays recent lines of the server's daily log
file. Log files are purged after a configured number of days.
The view is refreshed automatically, or manually by clicking the Refresh button
The whole log file can be exported as a CSV file by pressing the Download button.
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Company-Specific Options
Each company has its own section in the menu tree to maintain company-specific configuration
elements:
Remote Locations
Remote Devices
Local Sources
Job History

5.4.1

Locations/Users
To receive jobs from the server, a client must connect and login to the server. There are two types of
clients: system clients for remote location systems, and browser clients for users. The server maintains
a list of known locations and users for a company, and passwords, in order to authenticate the
connection. The locations are identified by a company ID, location ID, and a password.

The initial page is a list of known location ID's. From this page, you can select a location to edit, or add
a new location by pressing the Add button.
Location/User ID is the unique ID for a location or user. The client software at this location must be
configured with this ID when it connects to this server. If you change this ID on an existing record,
references to the original ID throughout the system are re-named to the new ID automatically. The
remote location's configuration will require updating manually or with a connection link email.
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Description is an information field.
Password is the password the location client must provide when connecting to this server. The client
software at this location must be configured with this password. This entry is obscured when editing.
Click the Show Me button to see the password text. Click the Reset button to generate a random
password. Following this step, you must save the record, or save and send a connect link, for the
change to be permanent.
Login ID is a display-only field. This is a company-specific login ID for system and browser clients.
The format is userid@companyid. If the connection URL used by the client is company-specific, through
name space or virtual host configuration, the @companyid portion is optional.
Allowed From is a list of IP addresses or ranges, such as 192.168.1.240-255, or 10.*.*.*. If this value
is filled in, the location must connect from an address matching one of the values. Note that this is the
IP address from the server's viewpoint, which may differ from the remote client's internal IP address if
access is through a router that does address translation. If you aren't sure what a location's IP address
is from the server's viewpoint, temporarily leave this field blank, then monitor server logs as the location
connects, and its IP address will be visible. Note also that IP addresses can be dynamic, though in that
case they will likely be from a range, so a wildcard might be appropriate.
Type indicates if the location supports a system client or browser client. System clients run the
CirrusPrint client software to support printing to remote printers and storage on remote file systems.
Browser clients can receive and view jobs via a web browser on a PC or mobile device.
Email enables browser clients to recover their login information. The browser client settings can request
that any logins associated with this email be sent to the address indicated. Note that email server
settings must be configured for this feature to work.
Save and Send Connection Link is available as long as email and at least one public host name is
defined in the configuration. The action saves the record and sends an auto-configuration link to the
email address specified in the Email field. The current location must be active and a valid email provided
in the Email field. An email with a temporary link is sent to that address. The temporary link uses the
public hostname selected and includes a secure random value.
For browser clients, the email contains a link that will connect to the server and set up the browser,
complete with a login. The same link can be used from multiple browser clients, such as a desktop PC
and a mobile device, until it expires. For system clients, the link provides information that can be copied
and pasted into a Windows client manager or Linux command line.
The links are valid for a configurable amount of time, defined in the Configuration page.
Save and Send Extension Link is available as long as email and at least one public host name is
defined in the configuration. The action saves the record and sends an auto-configuration link to the
email address specified in the Email field. The current location must be active and a valid email provided
in the Email field. An email with a temporary link is sent to that address. The temporary link uses the
public hostname selected and includes a secure random value.
The email includes information on how to install the SDSI Web Extension, along with configuration
instructions.

Notification can be enabled for browser users. An email is sent to the configured email address when
one or more jobs are waiting to be viewed in the browser interface. The email is sent within a few
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minutes of job creation if there is no active browser interface for the user. An email is sent once per 24
hours, or if the user visits the browser interface, closes it, and a new job arrives later.
Location is inactive, if checked, indicates this location can't connect, though the location record
remains on file.
Platform is a read-only checkbox reported by the client when it connects, indicating if it is running on
Windows.
Ghostscript is a read-only checkbox reported by the client if it finds a copy of Ghostscript on the client
system. On Windows, the client looks in C:\Program Files\gs or C:\Program Files (x86)\gs for the
highest Ghostscript version installed. On Linux, it looks for /usr/local/bin/gs or /usr/bin/gs.
Disable Cache, if checked, instructs CirrusPrint to not use object caching when sending jobs to this
location. Object caching reduces network data usage by parsing documents for redundant objects and
only sending them once to the target location. If remote locations have modest bandwidth available, this
reduces the time it takes many jobs to be sent to the destination client. However, parsing jobs for
objects also takes computing resources, as does managing the objects at the remote site. If you have a
fast network and fast client systems, disabling cache may result in improved delivery performance.
Press the Save button to save any changes, or the Delete button to remove an existing record.
When a location created, an "autosend" local path and remote device is created, named to match the
location ID.

Printer Setup Tab
This section provides an easy method for configuring a network port input and output device for a remote
printer. Printers are reported by connecting system clients, so this step is performed after a location is
defined and has logged in at least one time.
To set up a printer, select a remote printer name in the first grid column. Then choose perform these
steps:
Click the Add/Update Output Device button to display the output device edit form. The selected printer
will be the target of the device. Choose appropriate output types, such as PCL5 or PostScript, and
set the device ID to a concise name. The default ID matches the remote printer name, but if this is
too long or descriptive, you can change it. Once an output device record has been created for the
remote printer, it is available to send jobs to through CirrusPrint. Some tools can utilize the output
device record directly, such as the browser client and the web extension, or programs that use the
API. However, if you want to define system printers to print to this device, you need to configure a
source port, in the next step.
Click the Add/Update Source Port button to display the input source edit form. This option is available
once an output device has been defined. The source port will target the device ID defined for the
printer. When you save form, a port number is assigned and displayed. This port can be used by
system printers to print to the remote printer. On Windows, a system port is also created in the
registry, named in the format "cp20_companyID_sourceID", forcing underscores to ensure a valid
name (such as "cp20_acme_winsvr_hp4000").
System Printers
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System printers can now target the source port. The method is system-dependent.
For Windows, add a new printer, or edit an existing one, through Control Panel. There are two key
settings: choosing the correct port, and selecting a compatible driver. If the printer will be defined on the
same system as the CirrusPrint server, there is a port already defined, "cp20_companyID_sourceID". If
the printer is defined on a different system, you need to create a new TCP/IP port that sends printing to
the CirrusPrint server and the port number defined in the input source record. Choose a printer driver
that is compatible with the remote printer, to ensure that documents will print correctly at the remote
location.
For Linux, use the lpadmin and lpinfo command line tools to create a new printer or update an existing
one.
lpinfo -m will display available printer models (the CUPS nomenclature for print drivers). There are
often hundreds of them defined in CUPS, so it is helpful to use a search pattern to limit the list. For
example, lpinfo -m | grep -i postscript | grep -i generic will display a short list of generic PostScript
drivers. The model name is the first word, up to a space, in each line.
lpadmin -p "name" -m "model name" -v socket://address:port -D "description" adds or updates the
printer named in the -p option. It creates a printer with the model (driver) indicated, and targets the
network port specified. The address value should be the name or IP address of the CirrusPrint server,
and the port value should be the input source port assigned to the remote location printer in the
CirrusPrint input source configuration.
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Output Devices
When jobs are received by the server and delivered to a remote location, the output is delivered to a
remote device, a term used somewhat loosely. A remote device is a printer, file, or command line, or file
viewer that is printed to, copied to, or executed when a job's data is delivered. In the case of a browser
client, there is one "device" -- just the browser itself.
An autosend output is automatically configured for each system client location. This moves files from
the server's "autosend/companyID/locationID" path to the client's "autosend/server" path.
The initial page is a list of known device ID's, grouped by location. From this page, you can select a
device to edit, or add a new device by pressing the Add button.

Location ID is the location of the device. For example, there will be printer devices defined for a specific
office. Locations are defined in the Locations/Users page.
Device ID is an identifier for this device at the location specified. It must be unique for the location.
Description is an information field.
Target Type defines the type of device.
Printer
File
Command
Viewer
Network Printer
Target defines the value of the device, such as the printer name, or a file name, or command line.
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A Printer device is a print spooler destination on the remote system. In Windows, it is the printer name
(not the share name). In Linux, this is a CUPS destination name, and the system client sends the job
to the printer with the command "lp -dname -oraw".
A File device creates a file on the remote system. The value will typically be a path with substitution
parameters used to generate a file name. For remote location clients running Unix or Linux, the file may
start with | or > to send the file to a command rather than the file system. For example, to print to a
spooler destination named "hp4000" on a different host, device might be: '|lp -dhp4000 -oraw -h psvr1".
On Windows, this can also be the name of a shared printer, such as \\Server\Printer1.
A Command device runs a command line defined as the value. The command line will contain one or
more substitution parameters so the command can operate on the delivered data file.
A Viewer device creates a work file and uses the operating system facilities to display the document.
Note that the system client cannot be running as a service or in background for this to work. Viewer
devices do not need a specific target name, as the system client will create a work file dynamically.
A Network Printer value is an IP address or hostname, with an optional :port suffix. The default port is
9100, which is what printers with network interfaces normally listen on.
Format is a specification of print language formats that the device supports. If a job arrives that is in
one of these formats, then it is sent to the device unchanged. This both saves time and prevents loss of
print job features, such as duplex or tray control. If a different format arrives, then a conversion is
attempted to the most efficient format the device supports. For example, if a PDF file arrives and a
device supports PCL6 and Color PCL6, a conversion will be attempted to PCL6. LIkewise, especially for
browser users, if a Postscript file arrives, it is converted to PDF.
Conversions generally require that Ghostscript be installed on the CirrusPrint server or remote system
client. If the job submission format is PDF, the system will prefer to use a client-side Ghostscript to
save transmission time and server process overhead.
A special format called "Remote print driver" allows submitted PDF file to be printed at a remote location
using the client system's native print drivers. On Windows clients, this requires that Ghostscript be
installed on the remote system client. On Linux clients, the system assumes that the spool system
queue is configured with a driver model and will convert the PDF file properly.
Another tool, GhostPCL, can be used to convert PCL5 and PCL6 to other formats.
If the device is a printer or network printer type, and a conversion to a specified format fails, the job is
discarded to avoid sending unprintable data to the printer. If images arrive, Image Magick can be used to
pre-convert the image to PDF, then a second conversion is performed to the desired format.
Note that when conversions are performed, printer-specific features like duplex and try control is typically
unavailable.
Filter is a command line that can be run to pre-process incoming documents before they are parsed and
delivered to the output device. A filter can be used to convert a document to a more usable format, or to
enhance or otherwise process a document for any purpose. Filters are executed before the format of the
file is determined by CirrusPrint. The result of the filter is used in place of the original document.
The command line must be complete and valid for the system where the CirrusPrint server runs. There
are three substitution tokens used in the command line:
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%i (required) is replaced with the incoming document file name, as stored when the job is received
%o (required) is replaced with a work file name, and once created, it will replace the incoming
document file
%e (optional) is replaced with a work file name that can store an error message generated by the
command
CirrusPrint executes the command line after replacing these tokens with file names. If there is an error
running the command, or any message in the error file, the message is logged and the job is discarded.
If there is no error, then the output file replaces the incoming document file and processing of the job
continues with this new file.
One such filter could be another SDSI product, UnForm, which can process PDF, PostScript, XML, and
text files to create enhanced documents, doing things like adding images, barcodes, or attachments, or
generating print documents with controls for duplex or tray selection. Here is an example using an
UnForm command line that would create a PostScript print file from a document sent to CirrusPrint,
enhancing it with commands in the rule file acme.rul:
uf90c -i "%i" -o "client:%o" -e "%e" -p ps -f acme.rul
The command will run an UnForm job, supplying as input the incoming document that CirrusPrint
received, and creating an output file that will be sent to the output device. Note the client: prefix to the
output file name is an UnForm-specific option that forces its output to be stored by the UnForm client
rather than the UnForm server. Other filter programs may have their own nuances that must be
understood when specifying the filter command line.

Substitution Parameters
The following parameters are available in the Target value field. Some parameters are most applicable in
File type devices, and some are available only from local path sources or from local port sources. In
addition to these fixed parameters, there are soft parameters that can be supplied by an application that
performs local path transfers. See notes about soft parameters below.
To reference a substitution parameter in a device value, use its name in curly braces. For example, to
specify a file path based on the server, date and time, a sequencer, and a file extension, a value could
look like this: /data/arc/{server}-{ymd}-{hh}{mm}-{#}.{ext}
file is the name of the client-side work file. This is helpful with command type devices, where the
name of the job file is needed for a command line program.
errfile can be used in command type devices. It refers to a dynamically generated file whose
contents can contain error messages. If this file has content after the command is executed, the error
message content is logged on the client and also at the server in job history. In addition, the job is
retained on the client to retry a short time later.
respfile can be used in command type devices. It refers to a dynamically generated file whose
contents can contain information messages that are logged on the client and also at the server in job
history. This information could be used, for example, to identify a spool job number in job history.
yyyy is the current 4-digit year
yy is the current 2-digit year
mm is the 2-digit current month
dd is the 2-digit current day of the month
hh is the 2-digit current hour in 24-hour time
mn is the 2-digit current minute
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ss is the 2-digit current second
ymd is the same as {yyyy}{mm}{dd}
jobid is the job ID number
server is the server hostname or address the client received the job from.
# a unformatted file sequence number, used to guarantee uniqueness when File type output is
specified.
##, ###, ####, ##### a zero-filled, 2 to 5 digit sequence number, used to guarantee uniqueness when
File type output is specified. If the sequencing required exceeds the digits allowed, an unformatted
sequence number results.
temp is a temporary directory for workfiles, from environment variable TEMP on Windows, or the
user's home .cp10/tmp path on Unix.
type is the file type, suitable as a file extension.
On Windows clients, the following symbolic folder names are also available:
desktop for the running user's Desktop folder.
commondesktop for the Desktop folder for all users.
documents for the running user's Documents folder.
commondocuments for the Documents folder for all users.

The following parameters are also available if the job arrived from a path source.
filename is the source file name, without a directory path.
path is the directory path, with a trailing slash, of the source file.
basename is the source file name, without a directory path or extension.
ext is the file extension of the source file name.
owner is the Unix or Linux owner name of the source file.
group is the Unix or Linux group name of the source file.

The following parameters are also available if the job arrived from a port source.
fromip is the IP address of the machine that printed to a source port.
port is the source port number.
ext is an inferred file name extension based on the content of the print data that was received by the
source port, such as "ps", "pcl", or "pdf".
When a job is not submitted from a path source, the job title is used as the filename parameter, and the
basename will be that value with any ".text" suffix removed. In addition, any slashes are replaced with
spaces to avoid interpretation as a full path.
Soft Parameter Substitution
Soft parameters are supplied via an INI file associated with the local path file (path.ini), in an [info]
section with name=value pairs. For example, if a file 12345.pdf is placed in a monitored path, a file
12345.ini could be placed there as well, and any name/value pairs in the file's [info] section will be
transferred to the remote clients. Any {name} string found in the device's value field will be replaced with
its value.
Protected Directories
To prevent accidental destruction of important system information, all files must contain at least two
directory delimiters, and the following directories are protected and can't be written to:
Unix:
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The root / directory
The /etc/ directory
Any directory containing /bin/
Any directory containing /sbin/
Windows:
The Windows (%systemroot%) directory
The Program Files or Program Files (x86) directories
License Limit Notification
If you create or enable a device so that more devices are configured than licensed, the system will
display an error message. If this occurs, check the Inactive box and save the record, and then either set
an unused device to Inactive (or remove it), or increase the license count to allow more devices.

5.4.3

Input Sources
An input source is a submission point for documents on the server. There are three types: network port,
folder/directory, and email.
A network port source is a network port that accepts raw print jobs. This works the same way a network
printer does, where raw print data, such as Postscript or PCL, is sent directly to the printer. With
CirrusPrint, raw print data is sent directory to a server port, which in turn parses, spools, and forwards
the job to remote devices.
A folder/directory source is a file system path that is monitored by the server, so that whenever files
arrive, they are processed in the same way: parsed, spooled, and forwarded on to remote devices. Files
picked up from paths are removed from those paths. The path monitor can watch for certain types of
files through patterns, such as *.pdf for PDF files. It can also forward file property information and userdefined information (via a .ini file) to the remote client.
An email source is an address that is monitored for incoming email attachments to process. A number
of security features are enabled to ensure that spam emails are discarded rather than processed. Email
addresses must be dedicated for CirrusPrint use, as all email is deleted once processed.
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Source ID is a unique identifier for this input source definition.
Name is used for informational purposes.
Type defines the type of source: port, path, or email.
Source is the port or path, or a dedicated email address.
For port types, enter the port number, or leave the entry blank to auto-assign a port when the record is
saved. A port source works like a network printer port, so you can define system printers that print to
this port on the CirrusPrint server.
For path types, enter the full path to the folder/directory that should be monitored.
For email types, enter an email address to which PDF and other files will be emailed as attachments.
Note that this must be a dedicated address, as CirrusPrint will purge any unrecognized email. For
safety, to prevent accidental purging of a real user's email, this address must contain the text print or
cirrus, such as "printers@example.com". Also, the email server information must be entered below.

Email Information is required for email source types. A mail server and password are required, so the
CirrusPrint server can connect and login using IMAP protocol. The server name can begin with ssl: to
indicate the IMAPS protocol should be used. This defaults to port 993. If no ssl: prefix is used,
CirrusPrint will connect using a standard socket and then attempt to upgrade the connection using
STARTTLS. The default standard port is 143. To indicate a different port, add a suffix :port. Examples
include "ssl:imap.gmail.com" to use an SSL connection on port 993, or "mail.example.com:1143" to use
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a STARTTLS connection on port 1143. Note that either IMAPS or STARTTLS is required.
Use the Test Email button to verify that the server, address, and password are valid.
You can specify a subject authorization tag that must be present to accept any email. This is useful if
you use an address with fixed target devices, to help ensure that spam email does not wind up getting
printed.
You can indicate a polling period as low as 5 seconds, if the IMAP server supports it. Another technique
is to use a feature of IMAP called "IDLE". If you leave the polling interval blank, CirrusPrint will attempt
to use IDLE. When using IDLE, CirrusPrint enters a notification mode with the server, where the server
notifies it of new email. In theory, IDLE provides better performance than polling, but this depends on the
mail server's implementation.
For details about email security and delivery, see Email Sources.

Allow From is a list of IP addresses, or address wildcards, for port type sources. Note that IP
addresses are from the server's viewpoint, so if there is address translation, be sure to take into account
gateway addresses. Alternatively, it is a list of email addresses or domains that can send email to an
email type source.
Wildcard is one or more wildcard specifications that limit what files will be picked up from the directory.
Multiple wildcards can be specified delimited by a semicolon. For example, *.ps;*.pcl will watch for files
with both .ps and .pcl extensions. This is available for Path type sources.
Inactive, if checked, indicates the server will not monitor for jobs coming to this source.
The Target Devices tab is used to specify which remote devices receive deliveries of jobs that arrive on
this port. A list of locations and associated devices are displayed, each with a Send Jobs checkbox
option. Check the device or devices to forward jobs to from this input source. Email sources don't
require target devices to be specified, as the sending application can name the target devices in the To
name or subject fields. However you can choose to specify a target device and then such email
structure is neither necessary nor used.
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Path source note:
When writing programs or scripts to create files for pickup in a local path, it is important the file is
complete before picked up. To ensure this occurs, create the file using a working path or name that will
not be picked up (if wildcards are used), then when the file is ready, rename it to the final name for
pickup. In addition, if an INI file is also to be supplied, create that before the rename operation. INI files
can be used to provide soft substitution values as defined in the Outputs.
Ensure that full permission, including delete permission, is available to the server user. Otherwise, the
server will be unable to remove the files picked up.

5.4.4

Testing
This feature provides a simple way to simulate different types of input with a set of sample files located
on the server. A list of files is presented, as well as a list of configured inputs and the target devices for
each. Select a file and an input source, and the server will simulate sending the file to that input.
Directory Sources are tested by copying the selected file to that directory on the CirrusPrint server. The
server should immediately pick up the file and send it to the target devices shown.
TCP/IP Port Sources are tested by printing the selected file to the port configured on the server. This
simulates a raw network print port, and sends the input on to the target devices, possibly after a format
conversion. Target devices that are printers should have supported print formats configured so that
CirrusPrint can ensure that valid print jobs arrive there.
Email Sources are tested by sending the selected file as an attachment to the email address
configured for the input source. If there are no targets defined for that source, you must also select a
target device from the list enabled on the input source toolbar. The email will contain the subject
authorization tag, and specify the chosen target via the name portion of a To address
("name" [address]). The server will use its site level notification configuration, so if your email source
record includes 'Allow From' authentication, be sure to include this sending address.
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Job History
Job history displays the jobs received from local port and path sources, and where those jobs are
delivered.

The columns represent the following information:
Columns
Job ID is the unique identifier for the job
Date is the date and time the job was received by the server
Source is the port number or path ID the job was received from
Location ID, Device ID are the destinations of the job
Received is the date and time the job was fully received by the remote client (in client-local time)
Delivered is the date and time the job was delivered to the target device (in client-local time)
Target is the target device detail, such as the file name or printer name
Size is the size, in bytes, of the document
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Type is the type of document, such as pdf or ps (postscript)
Message is any error message received from the client while trying to deliver the job
You can double click a job to get more details about the job, including the job title and by-wire
information, which represents the number of bytes sent to the remote location, typically overstated as it
does not include standard compression.

5.4.6

Logs
The log file entries for a company can be displayed with this option. Use this to monitor one company's
activity for a given day.

5.4.7

Restart Services
Use this option to restart the port, path, and email monitoring services for the company. This is useful
when there are many single-port or single-path monitors that have been started due to adding input
sources. Restarting the company's services can result in fewer, more efficient monitoring tasks.

6

Clients
There are several client applications for CirrusPrint.
The system client is designed to run on a Windows or Linux system at a different physical location from
the server. When printing from the cloud to a device in a remote location, you install the system client
at that remote office. System clients can receive any sort of job, and support multiple output devices,
files, or command lines.
The browser client is a user-oriented application that runs on desktop or mobile devices, in any modern
web browser. It can receive jobs from the server, and also forward jobs to other users or devices.
The web extension can submit PDF files for printing or delivery to any other user or device in their
company.

6.1

System Client
CirrusPrint client software must be installed at each remote location that will receive jobs from the
server. Each client can be configured to connect to one or more CirrusPrint servers, login as a location,
and accept jobs for that location. The location ID can be considered an actual location, servicing
printers and files for all users of a system, or different users can be assigned unique location ID's and
run their own copies of the client software. In either case, the client receives jobs and delivers them to
local printers or files.
The client is available on both Linux and Windows.
Profiles
The client supports multiple profiles, if needed, to enable it to connect to multiple CirrusPrint servers.
Each profile is started as a separate task and writes to its own log files. Profile settings are stored in
the same config file in different sections prefixed with a [name] header line. The default profile is named
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"settings", and it should not be deleted.
The client runs under the user that launches it, and the configuration is based on that user's private data
store, based on the HOME environment variable under Linux, or the APPDATA environment variable on
Windows. When setting it up to run as a service, it is important to perform configuration steps while
logged in as the same user as the service.
Linux
The Linux client is a command line tool, which is written in Node.js. The Node.js interpreter is a
requirement, and the installation script will attempt to install it it isn't already on the system. If installed
by the root user, the client is also automatically setup to run at boot time. The client is run with the
command cp20c, a script created in /usr/bin. Numerous command line options are provided. For
details, enter man cp20c.
Windows
The Windows client includes a graphical management tool, cp20c.exe, and also includes the command
line node client. Shortcuts to the management tool are added to the Start menu and desktop during the
installation. Use this tool to configure the client settings, and to start, stop, install or uninstall as a
service, or install or uninstall on a user's personal Startup menu. Note that to install or manage a
service, you must be running the client as an administrator.
The Windows environment also can run a command line client with a full node.exe command line. Node.
exe is bundled with the Windows client.
cp20c.node.exe cp20c.node.js options

6.1.1

Installation on Linux
The Linux installation process involves a few steps with the command line, and assumes you have the
installation tar.gz file available on the system. For system-wide access you should be the superuser
(root) to perform the installation. For non-root users, you should install in a unique location to you, such
as $HOME/cp20c, and the cp20c executable will be placed in the $HOME/bin directory.
Prerequisite: The client is written in Node.js, and requires a node interpreter. Use standard package
installation tools for the Linux version you have, such as yum on Redhat variants, or apt-get on Debian
variants. Or check out https://github.com/nodesource/distributions for generalized installers for rpm and
deb base systems. Note that you don't need to install the most current release of Node to run the
client. It is written to work on Node.js as old as 0.10.
If the setup.sh script does not find a node interpreter, named either nodejs or node, it will attempt to
install one. Be sure to install on a relatively new and common Linux distribution, such as Debian/
Ubuntu, or Redhat/CentOS/Fedora, to ensure success in installing Node.js.
Note that the below instructions use the curl program, which is available on most Linux distributions.
An alternative program that does the same thing is wget. If you use wget, the syntax is wget url -O
output-file.
Ghostscript can also be installed for use by the client, to improve print performance.
Simplified Installation
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Download the install script, set proper permissions, and execute it:
su or sudo sh
curl http://cirrusprint.com/download/install_cp20c.sh >/tmp/install_cp20c.sh
chmod 544 /tmp/install_cp20c.sh
/tmp/install_cp20c.sh
This will prompt for an install location (defaulting to an existing install), then download the 64-bit or 32-bit
tar file, extract it, and run the setup.sh script.
Controlled Installation
You can also obtain the client install tar file manually, either from cirrusprint.com or the CirrusPrint
server installation, using the link supplied in the browser interface.
1. Create a directory to install the software in, and make it the current directory. This should be on a file
system with several GB of free space, though actual disk space needs can vary considerably
depending on many factors, such as they variety and types of documents you print, and how high or
low log and cache purge settings are defined. If you aren't sure, just pick the file system with the
most available space.
If you are updating an existing 2.0 installation, use the existing installation directory.
mkdir /opt/cp20c
chmod 777 /opt/cp20c
cd /opt/cp20c
2. If the client is already installed and running, you should stop it at this point:
cp20c stop
3. Uncompress and extract the contents of the downloaded tar file. For example, if the tar file is
available in the /tmp directory:
gunzip /tmp/cp20c.tar.gz
tar xvf /tmp/cp20c.tar
Some systems support a "z" option on the tar command, which performs decompression
automatically, so you could enter just one command:
tar xvzf /tmp/cp20c.tar.gz
4. If this is a new installation, run the setup.sh script. This script will prompt you to view and accept the
CirrusPrint license agreement, confirm the location of the node interpreter, and create the /usr/bin/
cp20c script (or $HOME/bin/cp20c if not the root user). If the node interpreter is not found, an install
from nodesource.com is attempted, using either curl or wget.
./setup.sh
5. Also if this is a new installation, configure the client. The script will launch the vi command (or an
editor specified by the EDITOR environment variable) to edit the user-specific config file, $HOME/.
cp20/cp20c.ini.
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cp20c -config
Optionally, a server administrator can send you a setup link by email, which will include a command
line that will obtain server credentials and write the configuration file. Use copy/paste from the email
to run the command line.
cp20c -setup setupURL [ -profile profilename ]
6. Verify settings with the command cp20c -settings
7. Start the server with the following command:
cp20c -start
8. For quick syntax help, use cp20c -help or cp20c -?

6.1.2

Installation on Windows
Run the cp20c_setup.exe program to install the CirrusPrint Client on a Windows computer. This will run
an installation wizard, including panels for acceptance of the license agreement and the install location.
The preferred location for the installation is the default one. If you change the location, avoid using a
Program Files location to avoid folder security issues. Be sure to choose a disk that has plenty of disk
space available, as CirrusPrint utilizes disk for caching and logging. At a minimum, the disk should
have 2GB or more free space, though the needs of Cirrus can vary widely based on job volume and
content.
Ghostscript can also be installed for use by the client, to improve print performance.
The Windows client includes the required Node.js interpreter.
Terminal Server Installation
If you wish to install the program for all users, and are installing on a Windows server supporting
Terminal Services or Remote Desktop Services (RDS is a renaming of TS), then you should install the
program under Control Panel, Install Application on Remote Desktop Server (or Install Application on
Terminal Services). This type of installation will allow the program to work for all users, not just the
installing user. If this option is not on Control Panel, then install using right-click and "Run As
Administrator".

Operation
Once the setup is complete, locate the CirrusPrint 2.0 Client on the Start menu or desktop. This
program provides several options:
Start, Stop the client software or service (if installed as a service, you must be an administrator)
Install, Uninstall the client as a service (you must be an administrator)
Install, Uninstall the client on your Startup menu so it starts when you login
Configure the client with server and location login information
Monitor the client operation
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Client Configuration on Linux
You can configure the Linux client using any text editor, by editing the cp20c.ini file found in your local
configuration. To see where this file is, you must be logged in as the user who will run the program, and
type:
cp20c -settings
To edit this file using the default "vi" text editor, type:
cp20c -config
The cp20c.ini file is a text file structured with connection profile sections prefixed with a [profilename]
header. Within each section are name=value lines where you specify the server and login information,
and optionally some addition settings. There is one required section, headed with [settings]. This
section stores the default configuration.
Another efficient option is to ask the server administrator for a special configuration setup link. This is a
temporary URL that the client can use to automatically set up a connection profile. You receive this link
by email and can copy and paste the command line it includes:
cp20c -setup setupURL [ -profile profilename ]
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If you don't provide a profile name, this command will update the standard "settings" profile. Otherwise,
it will update or create the profile specified.
A typical cp20c.ini file might look like this:
[settings]
server=https://cp20.example.com:8483
locid=user3@acme
password=12345
logdetail=0
logecho=0
[altserver]
server=192.168.1.10
locid=redhatsvr@internal
password=abcdefg

Whether configured though the Linux cp20c -config command, or the Windows tool, the same
information is required to run the client:
Server is the address or hostname CirrusPrint server, along with a :port suffix. Examples include
192.168.1.99, which will connect to the default 8482 port on the server, or cirrus.acme.com:443 which
would connect to port 443. You may specify a URL prefix of http:// or https:// to indicate if the
connection requires SSL. If not specified this way, the SSL or nossl options are used.
Location ID is the location ID used to login to the server. If the login requires a company ID (i.e. there
is no namespace path dedicated to different companies), the company is supplied as a suffix: "@
companyID". For example: john@acme.
Password is the password used to login to the server.
SSL is enabled to communicate with a server listening with SSL. If the server is not configured using
a http:// or https:// prefix, you can specify the SSL mode using a the SSL or nossl options.
One additional feature is that the server administrator can email a special connection link to a remote
user. This link can be used to auto-configure these options. The email explains how to use the link.

6.1.4

Client Configuration on Windows
The standard way to configure the CirrusPrint client on Windows is to use the CirrusPrint Client
Manager, and click the Configuration tab.
The default "settings" profile is normally displayed, but you can select different active profiles, or type a
new name to create a new profile. All profiles are stored in the same cp20c.ini file located in the user's
personal storage. When you click the Save Config button, the active profile information is saved.
Other options found on the page include links to the autosend folder for the server selected, and to edit
the configuration file directly using a text editor.
Another efficient option is to ask the server administrator for a special configuration setup link. This is a
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temporary URL that you can open with configuration details.
If you do not have Ghostscript installed, the Download Ghostscript AGPL Release button is enabled.
Clicking it will download and install Ghostscript (which may display an approval prompt if you are not
running as an administrator). Ghostscript is used to print PDF files through Windows print drivers.

6.1.5

Command Line Options
Use the following options to control execution of the command line client, whether cp20c on Linux or
cp20c.node.exe cp20c.node.js on Windows.
Background management:
-start starts the client in background
-stop stops the background client previously started
-restart stops, then restarts the background client
Other control options:
-help displays the man page on Linux
-v displays version
-settings [-profile name] displays config file name and current settings for the default or specified
profile
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-config opens the config file in the system's text editor (Linux only, vi or the $EDITOR value)
-test tests the active or command-line supplied connection information, displays an error or success
message
-logs displays a list of log files on the system (Linux only)
-log displays the current log file (pipe through a pager, like "more", Linux only)
-profiles displays a list of profiles found in the config file
-delprofile name deletes the named profile from the config file (default "settings" profile can't be
deleted)
-setup url [-profile name] obtains a server setup from a URL supplied by a server administrator. A
profile name may be supplied.
If no -start option is supplied, a foreground connection is made. Connection information is read from a
settings file (displayed by using -settings, above), and you can also specify any other connection
information with these options:
-server serverNameOrIP[:port]
-locid locationID or locationID@companyID
-password password
-nossl [off] (if on, disables default SSL connection)
-logdetail [off] (if on, turns on detail logging)
-logdebug [off] (if on, turns on additional logging)
-lang code specifies a language, such as "en" for English, "es" for Español

Note that if the -server setting includes an http:// or https:// prefix, the -nossl setting is ignored.

6.1.6

Windows Printto Feature
Windows has the ability to print certain document formats directly to a printer, using a locally installed
application. Examples of this include Microsoft Word or Excel documents, when a local installation of
Microsoft Office is available. This feature is called "printto", and is configured by supported programs
when they are installed. The CirrusPrint server will try to utilize this feature by sending non-print
documents to a Windows printer using this technique.

6.2

Browser Client
The browser client is a device-independent client that can receive, view, and store print jobs, and provide
downloading and viewing of jobs on the device. It is compatible with both desktop and mobile device
browsers that support a standard set of HTML5 features. Nearly all modern browser do, including
Chrome, Edge, Firefox, Internet Explorer 10+, Safari, and many mobile browsers such as Chrome,
Firefox, and Safari.
It is accessed via the /browser path of the server's browser interface.
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Print jobs generally are converted to PDF format before sent to the browser client. Most desktop
browsers can natively display PDF files, but since many mobile browsers do not, a bundled copy of the
Mozilla Foundation's PDF.js program is included and available for use. Other file types are also passed
on to the browser client, so it is easy to send a user a file by simply dropping it into a folder monitored
for that user.
The browser client can also forward documents on to other users and devices, and can upload files from
the browser system to other users or devices. For example, a mobile user could take a picture on their
phone and upload it to a printer or file system device.
The browser client is configured to be an offline HTML5 application. This means that the application
itself is downloaded once on the device that opens it, and it remains available on that device regardless
of network access capability. The application is automatically updated when the application's server-side
files are updated, but otherwise it is not downloaded again. It will store documents locally, along with
cache that enables special compression features to limit data transfer from the server.
The browser client requires a login to the server, so it must be configured via its Settings tab. Different
devices can use the same login and share documents delivered from the server. Once a document has
been deleted completely from one device (removed from Trash), other devices using the same login will
soon be synchronized and remove that document from their own storage (except those saved to the
device's Favorite's folder). The login is locationID@companyID, to login to a location configured for a
browser user.
The browser client has its own documentation.
Note that the ability to work offline generally requires SSL with a public, rather than self-signed,
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certificate. Many browsers will not cache the application offline without this. Online mode works
regardless of the type of certificate.

6.3

Web Extension
The SDSI Web Extension provides an easy method to send PDF files to CirrusPrint devices or users
while viewing them in a compatible web browser. It is designed to streamline print workflows when using
browser-based applications that produce reports in PDF format, by replacing the need to install local
print capability to a remote printer. The web extension can be installed from the cirrusprint.com website,
or via a link provided in the CirrusPrint server portal.

7

Additional Information

7.1

Ghostscript Installation
The CirrusPrint server and system client will look for a Ghostscript executable and configure themselves
to use it when jobs require it, primarily for format conversion. When possible, the server will delegate
Ghostscript operations to the system client, so it is preferable to install on both the server and client.
Windows
The Windows system client provides a download and install button when Ghostscript is not found on the
computer. Clicking this button will download and install the Ghostscript version that was current as of
the last build of the client. If desired, you can also install directly from ghostscript.com, by following the
download links for Ghostscript on Windows, either 32-bit or 64-bit. For private use on your machine,
install the AGPL version. Be sure to install in the default location so that the system client can locate
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the installation.
Linux
The easiest way to install Ghostscript on Linux is to use the package installation system for your Linux
version. Usually one of these commands will work (while running as root, or prefixed with sudo):
yum install ghostscript (Redhat-based systems)
apt-get install ghostscript (Debian-base systems)
It is also possible to install the very latest Linux client by visiting http://ghostscript.com, following the
download links for Ghostscript, and downloading the latest tarball (tgz) file for Linux (64-bit or 32-bit as
appropriate for the system). This tarball can be installed this way, as superuser:
cd /usr/share
tar xvf /path/to/file.tgz
Locate the extracted executable file, which will be in a ghostscript-*-linux-* subdirectory, and create a
symlink to it named /usr/local/bin/gs, such as: ln -s /usr/share/ghostscript-9.52-linux-x86_64/gs-9.52linux-x86_64 /usr/local/bin/gs.
Configuration
Once installed, restart the Cirrusprint server or client. It will locate Ghostscript automatically.

7.2

Autosend Paths
When Locations/Users of "system" type are configured using the server's administration interface, a
local input path named for that location is also created. The disk path for this local monitored path is the
"autosend/companyID/locationID" path under the server installation directory. In addition, a remote
output file device is defined for the location as well, with a client-side path of "autosend/server".
This allows for immediate file transfers from the server to any configured location, without explicit path
configuration.
Autosend paths are not counted in device license counts.

7.3

Transferring To A New Server
Data Transfer
You can transfer a company's configuration data from one system to another, by following these steps:
Create a company in the new CirrusPrint server
Copy the files from the "data/fromCompanyID" directory on the old server to the "data/toCompanyID"
on the new server. The companies do not have to have the same company ID, but you must avoid port
and path conflicts with existing companies. Note that the cache.dat file can be skipped if you don't
mind the cache being rebuilt over time. The downside is that clients will download more data for a
while as jobs are retrieved from the new system.
Note it is possible by migrating company data files to new systems to exceed the license count limit.
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However, you won't be able to save any non-inactive devices until the license is increased or the active
count is reduced. In addition, a server restart will automatically disable excess devices, logging the
action for reference. Be sure to have adequate licensing counts before migrating company data files.
License Transfer
If you are transferring a full installation, including the CirrusPrint server software, to a new machine, you
must contact your reseller, or the publisher at cirrusprint.com, to transfer the license to the new
machine.

7.4

Conversion from 1.0
CirrusPrint 1.0 configurations can be used to create 2.0 configurations. CirrusPrint 1.0 supported
multiple installations to different directories on a server. Each of these installs had a unique
configuration and is suitable for conversion to a unique company configuration in 2.0.
Note that you generally cannot run 1.0 and 2.0 on the same server, because port and path inputs would
conflict. These steps are designed for use when transferring a 1.0 install to a 2.0 company configuration
on a different system.
Create a new company on the 2.0 system. The conversion only works with empty 2.0 files, so if you
have already created the company and entered configuration data, and wish to import 1.0 data into it,
you can remove three files from data/companyID: locations.dat, sources.dat, and devices.dat. They
will be recreated during the import.
Copy the files cploc.dat, cppath.dat, cpport.dat, and cprdev.dat from the 1.0 install's "data" directory
to the 2.0 installs "data/companyID" directory.
In the administrator browser interface, click the company's Locations/Users, Input Sources, and
Output Devices options in turn. These steps will result in importing the 1.0 data, creating records in
the 2.0 configuration. One these steps are complete, you can remove the cp*.dat files.

7.5

Email Sources
You can configure email sources via the Inputs page. An email source is monitored for emails that pass
certain security rules and contain usable attachments. All other emails are removed, which makes it
very important that the address is not shared with users or even other CirrusPrint sources. For this
reason, email source addresses must contain either "print" or "cirrus", such as printers@example.com
or hp4000.cirrus@example.com.
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When email arrives, the following rules are processed:
If there is a subject authorization tag defined, the subject of the email must contain the tag. This tag
can be any text at all, and it may occur anywhere in the email's subject. If the subject does not
contain the tag, the email is discarded.
If there are "Allow From" entries configured for the email source, the From address is compared with
the list. Each item in the list can be a full email address, such as john.smith@example.com, or
domain name, such as example.com. If the From address does not match any of the entries, the
email is discarded.
If there are target devices configured for the email source, and there any usable attachments, the
attachments are processed and forwarded to the specified devices. If devices require different formats,
a conversion must be available. For example, to send the attachment to a PCL6 printer, GhostScript
will be used to convert a PDF attachment to that format. In this case, note that the only security rules
are the subject authorization tag and 'allow from'.
If there are no target devices configured, the system examines the email to look for target
specifications:
1. The To and CC addresses are examined to see if they contain one of two formats: locationID.
deviceID@ or deviceID.locationID@. This allows for specific aliases to be defined for the email
account, such as labranch.hp4000@example.com to target location "labranch", device "hp4000". If
so, usable attachments are delivered to that target device. As long as the mail server does not rewrite
alias addresses, this simplifies the creation of one email account to target any device by defining
aliases for each target device.
Mail servers have different techniques for defining aliases. Some are very straight forward, allowing
you to define explicit alias addresses as described in the previous paragraph. Some require you to
define +suffix values, so if the account is acme999.printers@gmail.com, you could receive email to an
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address like "acme999.printers+labranch.hp4000@gmail.com" to target the labrach location, hp4000
device. Others provide aliases but unfortunately modify the To address to match the account
address, so instead you can define distribution lists, one per printer, that distribute mail to the
account address. In this case, the To address is maintained as the distribution list value, which can
be locationID.deviceID@domain.
2. The name portion of the To and CC address headers (names are typically enclosed in quotes,
separate from the address itself) are examined to see if they match the format locationID:deviceID,
or "locationID, deviceID", or "deviceID, locationID". If so, usable attachments are delivered to that
target device. The format can be enclosed in single quotes or square braces if that makes it easier on
the sender. Examples of names entered this way: "John Smith:browser" or "[LABranch, HP4000]".
3. The subject is examined for tags in the format [locationID:deviceID]. Any such tag structures will
trigger delivery of the mail attachments to that device. Using subject tags like this enables
programmatic or template-based email delivery to be configured for CirrusPrint document handling.

Usable mail attachments are:
PDF files
Image files that are at least 1000x1000 pixels and are not indicated as HTML content images (with a
Content-ID)
Print data, such as PCL or Postscript, if compatible with a target printer
Other formats, if targeting a printer, must be convertible to a print format supported by the printer
Print devices typically are configured to accept known formats, so not all file types are acceptable. If an
email attachment file can't be converted to an acceptable format, the job won't be delivered to the device
in order to prevent garbled printing.
After any email has been processed or discarded, it is deleted from the mail server.

7.6

REST API
Overview
The CirrusPrint server provides REST API access for use by external programs or custom forms within
CirrusPrint. The interface has predefined end points as well as customizable ones. API access is
controlled based on site users and browser-type users defined in Locations/Users.
Site users that have been configured as API Users can access the API for any company they are
assigned rights to. If a user is both an Admin user and an API user, then they can access the API for
any company. For other users, a company must be supplied in the login. To specify a company, you
can either use a GET or POST field "company" or "companyid" to set the value, or use the syntax "
companyid\userid".
Location users are granted read-only API access to their respective companies, plus job submission
access. A location user uses a login with the user ID of userid@companyid and the location
password.
To access the API, use a specific URL path. The internal web server, if it is running with default ports,
would be accessed as:
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http://server:8482/run/api/endpoint
https://server:8483/run/api/endpoint
An external Apache server is accessed via the configured name space defined in the system
configuration:
https://server/namespace/run/api/endpoint
Authentication and Sessions
To login, the API request can contain two fields, s_userid and s_password, to supply a login and
password. These are validated each time they are supplied, and stored with a session record.
A browser-based session will normally maintain the session ID with a cookie, enabling one session
record to be used as long the session is active, typically 12 hours. When using the API
programmatically, cookie management is not automatic, so an alternative means to create and re-use a
session is available:
Store the value returned by the getsesid endpoint, which will be a 20-character sessionID value.
Supply this endpoint with s_userid and s_password fields (i.e. /run/api/getsesid?s_userid=userID
&s_password=password).
For any other endpoint, include a field "sesid=sessionID" in the GET or POST data. As long as the
session remains active, the user and password associated with that session will be used.
Endpoints
The predefined endpoints are defined in the file prog/api.ini. Each section of this ini file names an end
point, and the code associated with that API function is in the body of that section. This code is written
in PxPlus, a dialect of the Basic language.
Custom endpoints can be defined in two additional files, which are not included with CirrusPrint and
therefore are not overwritten by updates to CirrusPrint. The files are "data/api.ini" for site-wide
definitions, and data/company/api.ini for company-specific definitions. The interface looks for endpoint
definitions first in the standard prog/api.ini file, and if not found, it then looks in the site ini file, and finally
the company ini file.
Several endpoints return structured data, the format of which can be specified. Those formats are: xml,
json, and prop (which is plain text in "properties" format, which is name=value pairs in linefeed-separated
lines; use \n mnemonic sequences for linefeeds in values). The format is specified with a GET or POST
field format=format. Some endpoints returns lists, where the default format is tab-separated-values (tsv).
This format includes a header line.
Errors are returned as plain text, even if a different format is specified. These are prefixed with "API
Error: ". Therefore, always verify the format of the returned data, particularly if you are expecting xml or
json format.
Unless otherwise noted, you can use either GET or POST methods in transactions, where POST
transactions have the content type "application/x-www-form-urlencoded", or "multipart/form-data" if a file
upload is to be included. Note also there is a "putfile" endpoint that uses the PUT method if you simply
want to upload a file ahead of some other action. Many endpoints require a company ID. If a login
includes a company ID, such as a "location@company", that company code is used. Otherwise, the
company can be set with either "companyid=companyid" or "company=companyid".
Predefined Endpoints
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delcomp

Deletes the specified company. Only admin users are allowed to run
this endpoint.
companyid=companyid

deldev

Deletes the specified device records. Only site users can run this
endpoint.
companyid=company
locid=locationID
devid=deviceID

delloc

Deletes the specified location record. Only site users can run this
endoint.
companyid=company
locid=locationID

fileinfo

Returns either a plain text error message prefixed with "Error opening ",
or a JSON object with "type" and "size" fields, where type reports the
system-determined MIME type.
file=filename

getcomp

Returns properties of the specified company, in the format specified by
the format field. If the company is invalid, empty fields are returned.
companyid=company
format=prop|xml|json (default=prop)

getdev

Note non-admin users may only retrieve information about the company
associated with their login.
Returns properties of the specified device record. If the device is invalid,
empty fields are returned.
companyid=company
locid=locationID
devid=deviceID
format=prop|xml|json (default=prop)

getdevices

Returns a list of all fields for all devices for the company, or for a specific
location. The default format is tab-separated values.
format=tsv|xml|json
locid=locationID (optional; if supplied, only this location's devices are
returned)

getlocations

Returns a list of all fields for all locations in the company. The default
format is tab-separated values.
format=tsv|xml|json
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Returns properties of the specified location record. If the location is
invalid, empty fields are returned.
companyid=company
locid=locationID
format=prop|xml|json (default=prop)

getsources

Returns a list of all fields for all sources in the company. The default
format is tab-separated values.
format=tsv|xml|json

getsrc

Returns properties of the specified source record. If the source ID is
invalid, empty fields are returned.
companyid=company
srcid=sourceID
format=prop|xml|json (default=prop)

jobstatus

Returns a list of job status records in JSON format, as an array of
objects. The jobs to be returned are specified as a comma-separted
list. There can be multiple objects per job, as jobs can be sent to
multiple devices.
joblist=list (comma-separated job ID's)

jsscript

Returns a file, with a Content-Type header of "text/javascript". Useful if
your custom forms require a javascript file loaded from the web/forms
directory.

putcomp

Updates the company record for the specified company. Note that only
admin users can update company records. The companyid is required.
Missing fields retain existing values or are set to default values.
companyid=companyID
companyname=text
address1=text
address2=text
address3=text
address4=text
contact=name
phone1=phone
phone2=phone
email1=address
email2=address
inactive=0|1
notes=value (use \n for linefeeds)
vhostname=URL-prefixes to match to this company, separated by \n
printports=startport-endport (used for automatic port allocation on new
sources)
maxinputs=integer (used to control how many sources are monitored
by a single process)
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putdev

Updates the device record for the specified location/device. Only site
users can update records. Missing fields retain existing values or are
set to default values.
companyid=companyid
locid=locid
devid=devid
devname=text
inactive=0|1
targettype=0|1|2|3|4 (0=printer, 1=file, 2=command, 3=open/view,
4=network printer)
target=target device
notes=text
preferredformat=pdf|pcl5|pcl6|pcl6c|ps|psc (zero or more semi-colon
delimited values - used for implicit format conversions)
defpaper=letter|legal|a3|a4|a5 (used when converting images to
preferred format)

putfile

putloc

This endpoint requires a PUT method, and the posted data is stored in a
temporary file. The name of the file is returned as plain text. The file will
reside on the server for a few hours, so this is intended to enable
pushing files to the server for immediate use by additional API functions.
An example is in the web/forms/sendto.html file.
Updates the location record for the specified location. Only site users
can update records. Missing fields retain existing values or are set to
default values.
locid=locationID
locname=text
password=text
inactive=0|1
allowfrom=IP address/wildcard (zero or more addresses, separated by
semicolons or linefeeds)
notes=text
loctype=0|1 (0=system client connections, 1=browser client
connections)
email=address (useful for password recovery for browser clients)

putsrc

Updates the source record for the specified source ID. Only site users
can update records. Missing fields retain existing values or are set to
default values.
srcid=srcid
srcname=text
inactive=0|1
sourcetype=0|1|2 (0=network port, 1=directory path, 2=email)
source=value (port number, directory path, or email address; for ports,
leave blank to auto-assign the next configured port number)
wildcard=value (file wildcard(s) for directory path sources, i.e. *.pdf;*.
txt)
allowfrom=IP address/wildcard(s) (for network ports), or linefeeddelimited list of valid From email addresses or domains (email
sources)
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notes=text
targets=job targets (each target specified as tab-delimited locationID
and deviceID, multiple targets delimited by linefeeds
emserver=imap server (use ssl: prefix for IMAPS. Append :port if a
non-standard port is required (993 for IMAPS, 143 for IMAP)
emlogin=imaplogin
empassword=imappassword
emsubjectauth=text (subjects must have text to for email to be
processed)
empoll=integer (seconds to wait between polls, 0 will attempt to use
IMAP IDLE)
submitfile

Submits a server-side file to one or more target devices. The file may
have been previously uploaded with the putfile endpoint. The target
devices are specified as a semicolon-delimited list of locid:devid values.
The response is plain text, either a job ID or an error message in the
format "Error: message".
file=filename (a server-side file name, such as what is returned by
"putfile")
title=title (used as the title attribute of the job, and also a pseudo
filename for the recipient)
targets=list (a list of targets locid:devid[;locid:devid;...])

7.7

Custom Forms
In addition to the REST API, CirrusPrint offers a facility to create custom forms that use the API to
perform actions. The forms are HTML pages stored in the web/forms directory of the server. A form is
accessed with a URL
To access the form, use a specific URL path. The internal Apache server, if it is running, would be
accessed as:
http://server:8482/run/form/formname
https://server:8483/run/form/formname
An external Apache server is accessed via the configured name space defined in the system
configuration:
https://server/namespace/run/form/formname
The server will present a login page, and will then display the file web/forms/formname.html. The login
requirements are the same as for the REST API, where the login can be:
A site user, either an admin user or another username in the format company\userid. Note that the
user must be enabled as an API user.
A location user, in logging in as locationID@companyID. A location user has read-only access, so
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any forms would have to be read-only forms. There are exceptions to the read-only usage, for
uploading work files and submitting jobs.
An example custom form is named "sendto", used to submit jobs to target devices for a company. This
form is supplied to demonstrate the use of the API, and also provides a very useful function of allowing
authenticated users to send jobs to other users or printers configured for a company.

7.8

Cloud Print Comparisons
The following information can be used to compare CirrusPrint to home-grown or manual solutions, as
well as other cloud print products.

Manual Solutions
These generally involve either a VPN or a collection of tunnel and router configurations that allow a cloud
ERP application to open direct connections to network printers at a remote location. Managing a
collection of tunnels and routing configurations is time consuming and prone to error. A VPN is the
most comprehensive solution, as it provides security and avoids router configuration for port forwarding.
However, VPN's are costly to maintain, and there is no compression of print data. A VPN is also only
as secure as the most vulnerable end point, be it a laptop or mobile device, since anyone who has
gained VPN access via such a device is, by the very nature of VPN, considered an insider by the
network.
CirrusPrint printers are configured in a single interface, connections are secure and conducted on a
client-to-server model to avoid routing and firewall issues. A single connection supports all the printers
in a location. In addition, data is compressed, not just with industry standard compression, but also
with techniques that avoid sending redundant data.

Commerical Cloud Print Applications
There are a number of cloud printing products on the market, with varying capabilities. Some are printerneutral, while others are vendor-specific so that you must use one vendor's printers or establish
accounts with many vendors. Some require new printers with specific capabilities. Some are oriented
to providing anonymous users the ability to print to a printer near them, rather than providing known
users access to printers they aren't close to. Most route print jobs through vendor-run data centers. All
are focused strictly on printing.

Key Differentiators
CirrusPrint has fast throughput and low bandwidth requirements. CirrusPrint uses more than just
industry standard compression; more specifically, it uses a patented compression technique, looking for
redundant objects in all documents and only sending them once, in addition to using standard
compression. Other products use standard compression techniques, or no compression at all.
CirrusPrint has very flexible methods for receiving data:
Traditional network printing, using existing drivers, so that a simple network printer configuration
submits jobs.
Email, using private email addresses, not just those supplied by a vendor.
File drops to any monitored folder on the CirrusPrint server, with support for additional user-defined
data.
API, allowing programmatic submission of jobs.
Web extension, which allows an authorized browser user to send any PDF they view to printers, files,
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programs, or users.
CirrusPrint email support gives you more control than products that require a vendor-supplied email
address. You can email to CirrusPrint and have it send the attachments to any configured printer, file,
command line, or user. Rather than relying on an obscure address, you can configure extensive spam
protection to protect your devices. You can have an email address dedicated to a printer, or you can
have an address that looks for device information in the content, enabling a generic email account to
receive email for any number of remote devices.
CirrusPrint has very flexible methods of output, rather than being exclusively for printing:
Network or spooled printers, where the print data can be a binary duplicate of the original to maintain
control over printer features, or can be a PDF file that is converted to the proper format for the printer.
Browser delivery, where your users become virtual printers with a browser application that provides
them just the documents you send to them, without all the extra noise typical in any email inbox.
Once in the browser, a document can be forwarded to other configured devices and users.
Files, which can be delivered with very flexible naming conventions at remote sites.
Programs, so that you can configure CirrusPrint to send a file and run a command line program using
it at the remote location.
One to many distribution, where one input job can be sent to multiple printers, files, programs, or
users.
Some print jobs require specific control over printer features, such as duplexing or tray
selection. They may rely on precise scaling or positioning of data. A raw print stream that contains
these features can't be converted to another format, or it will lose those features. CirrusPrint recognizes
these types of print jobs and will pass them straight to the printer without conversion. Other cloud print
solutions rely on conversions, or force input to be in PDF or image format.
In overview, CirrusPrint provides more flexibility and functionality, is vendor neutral regarding your
printers, and allows you to maintain control over your print data from end to end. Rather than just
printing, its focus is on quickly getting documents to a printer, place, program, or person.

7.9

AWS Marketplace
CirrusPrint is available in the Amazon Web Services (AWS) Marketplace. Through your AWS account,
you can subscribe to one of several Amazon Machine Image (AMI) types with CirrusPrint pre-installed
and licensed. The initial steps are:
Subscribe to and launch the selected AMI
Connect with your browser to https://machinePublicIP. This initially uses a self-signed SSL
certificate, so you will be prompted to accept the this in various ways, depending on your browser.
Choose the Administration option. Login as "admin", using the instance ID as the password. You
can change the password using the Site Users option.
Review the Getting Started chapter for tips on initial setup. If you need assistance, you can email
support@synergetic-data.com to open a support ticket. Support is free for 30 days from first time you
launch the machine instance.
To use command line options, you can connect to the running instance using your SSH client or through
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the AWS console Connect option. Most command line options require you to be the superuser, so
should be prefixed with sudo, or you can enter interactive superuser mode with sudo -i.
Installing Optional Packages
CirrusPrint can utilize open source packages in certain situations:
Ghostscript, for converting Postscript or PDF documents to other formats
ImageMagick, for converting image files to other formats
In addition, on Linux, the CUPS spooler can be used as a front-end to CirrusPrint, providing IPP-based
print services to your users.
To install these packages, you need to connect to your Linux instance using SSH, then enter these
commands:
sudo yum install ghostscript or sudo apt-get install ghostscript
sudo yum install ImageMagick or sudo apt-get install imagemagick
sudo yum install cups or sudo apt-get install cups
Use yum for Redhat-based machines, or apt-get for Ubuntu/Debian-based machines. Note that the
package names are case-sensitive, so use "ImageMagick" on Redhat.

Address and Domain Name
CirrusPrint clients are configured to connect persistently to the server, without user intervention, so you
will want to assign a fixed IP address (called an Elastic IP in AWS terminology) to avoid needing to
reconfigure clients each time the machine is started. You will also likely want to create a domain or
subdomain in your DNS server to point to that address. Domain names are more intuitive to connect to,
and also enable creation of a public SSL certificate using a certificate authority.
Security Groups
AWS firewall rules are called Security Groups. The default Security Group for CirrusPrint enables the
following:
Public access to 443 (https), 631 (ipp), and 22 (ssh).
VPC access (only systems in the same AWS virtual private cloud) to 80 (http), and 9200-9999
(inbound raw print ports)
CUPS is not pre-installed, but if you chose to install it, it will require port 631. With CUPS properly
configured, it is possible to offer secure URL-based printing to remote clients, where clients print to
CUPS, and CUPS delivers jobs to CirrusPrint.
Future versions may offer automated management of the CUPS configuration via the CirrusPrint
administration interface.
System Updates
The operating system that CirrusPrint is hosted under is current as of when the AWS Marketplace build
was created. The user should regularly update the machine's operating system to help ensure security
patches are kept up to date, particularly if the machine is publicly accessible. To apply system
updates:
For Debian/Ubuntu Linux:
sudo apt update
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sudo apt upgrade
sudo reboot
for Redhat/CentOS Linux:
sudo yum update
sudo reboot
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